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Preface 
 
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG) was established by 
the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-296) by amendment to the Inspector General 
Act of 1978. This is one of a series of audit, inspection, and special reports published by our office 
as part of our DHS oversight responsibility to promote economy, effectiveness, and efficiency within 
the department.  
 
This report presents the information technology (IT) management letter for DHS’ financial statement 
audit as of September 30, 2006.  It contains observations and recommendations related to 
information technology internal control that were not required to be reported in the financial 
statement audit report (OIG-07-10, November 2006) and represents the separate restricted 
distribution report mentioned in that report.  The independent accounting firm KPMG LLP (KPMG) 
performed the audit of DHS’ FY 2006 financial statements and prepared this IT management letter.  
KPMG is responsible for the attached IT management letter dated December 15, 2006, and the 
conclusions expressed in it.  We do not express opinions on DHS’ financial statements or internal 
control or conclusion on compliance with laws and regulations. 
 
The recommendations herein have been discussed in draft with those responsible for 
implementation. It is our hope that this report will result in more effective, efficient, and economical 
operations. We express our appreciation to all of those who contributed to the preparation of this 
report.  
 

             
 
 

Richard L Skinner 
Inspector General



 

  KPMG LLP 
2001 M Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

 
 
 
 
 
 
December 15, 2006 
 
Inspector General 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
 
Chief Information Officer 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security,  
 
Chief Financial Officer 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security,  
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
We were engaged to audit the balance sheet and statement of custodial activity of the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) as of September 30, 2006.  We were not engaged to audit the consolidated 
statements of net cost, changes in net position, and financing, and combined statement of budgetary resources 
for the year ended September 30, 2006. Because of matters discussed in our Independent Auditors’ Report, 
dated November 15, 2006, the scope of our work was not sufficient to enable us to express, and we did not 
express, an opinion on the consolidated balance sheet or the statement of custodial activity for the year ended 
September 30, 2006.  
 
In connection with our fiscal year 2006 engagement, we were also engaged to consider DHS’ internal control 
over financial reporting and to test DHS’ compliance with certain provisions of applicable laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements that could have a direct and material effect on the consolidated balance sheet. 
Our procedures did not include examining the effectiveness of internal control and do not provide assurance on 
internal control. We have not considered internal control since the date of our report.  
 
We noted certain matters involving internal control and other operational matters with respect to 
information technology that are summarized in the Information Technology Management Comments on 
the next page, and presented for your consideration in the sections that follow.  These comments and 
recommendations, all of which have been discussed with the appropriate members of management, are 
intended to improve internal control or result in other operating efficiencies. These comments are in 
addition to the reportable conditions presented in our Independent Auditors’ Report, dated November 15, 
2006, included in the FY 2005 DHS Performance and Accountability Report.  A description of each 
internal control finding, and its disposition, as either a significant finding contributing to the material 
weakness for financial systems security, any remaining findings contributing to the material weakness for 
financial systems security, or an information technology management comment is provided in Appendix 
B.  We have also included the current status of the prior year Notice of Findings and Recommendations in 



 

Appendix C.  Our comments related to financial management have been presented in a separate letter to 
the Office of Inspector General and the DHS Chief Financial Officer dated December 15, 2006.  
 
As described above, the scope of our work was not sufficient to express an opinion on the balance sheet 
or statement of custodial activity of DHS as of September 30, 2006, and we were not engaged to audit the 
statements of net cost, changes in net position, and financing, and combined statement of budgetary 
resources for the year ended September 30, 2006. Accordingly, other internal control matters and other 
instances of non-compliance may have been identified and reported had we been able to perform all 
procedures necessary to express an opinion on the September 30, 2006 balance sheet and statement of 
custodial activity, and had we been engaged to audit the other fiscal year 2006, financial statements. We 
aim, however, to use our knowledge of DHS’ organization gained during our work to make comments 
and suggestions that we hope will be useful to you.  
 
We would be pleased to discuss these comments and recommendations with you at any time.  
This report is intended for the information and use of DHS’ management, the Office of Inspector General, 
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, the U.S. Congress, and the Government Accountability 
Office, and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.  
 
Very truly yours, 
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OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND APPROACH 
 

We performed an audit of DHS IT general controls in support of the FY 2006 DHS balance sheet and 
statement of custodial activity audit engagement.  The overall objective of our audit was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of IT general controls of DHS’ financial processing environment and related IT 
infrastructure as necessary to support the engagement.  The Federal Information System Controls Audit 
Manual (FISCAM), issued by the Government Accountability Office, formed the basis of our audit.  The 
scope of the IT general controls assessment included testing at DHS’ Office of the Chief Financial Officer 
(OCFO), and all significant DHS component as described in Appendix A.  
 
FISCAM was designed to inform financial auditors about IT controls and related audit concerns to assist 
them in planning their audit work and to integrate the work of auditors with other aspects of the financial 
audit.  FISCAM also provides guidance to IT auditors when considering the scope and extent of review 
that generally should be performed when evaluating general controls and the IT environment of a federal 
agency.  FISCAM defines the following six control functions to be essential to the effective operation of 
the general IT controls environment.   
 
• Entity-wide security program planning and management (EWS) – Controls that provide a framework 

and continuing cycle of activity for managing risk, developing security policies, assigning 
responsibilities, and monitoring the adequacy of computer-related security controls. 

• Access control (AC) – Controls that limit and/or monitor access to computer resources (data, 
programs, equipment, and facilities) to protect against unauthorized modification, loss, and disclosure. 

• Application software development and change control (ASDCC) – Controls that help to prevent the 
implementation of unauthorized programs or modifications to existing programs. 

• System software (SS) – Controls that limit and monitor access to powerful programs that operate 
computer hardware. 

• Segregation of duties (SD) – Controls that constitute policies, procedures, and an organizational 
structure to prevent one individual from controlling key aspects of computer-related operations, thus 
deterring unauthorized actions or access to assets or records. 

• Service continuity (SC) – Controls that involve procedures for continuing critical operations without 
interruption, or with prompt resumption, when unexpected events occur. 

 
In addition to testing DHS’ general control environment, we performed application control tests on a 
limited number of DHS financial systems and applications.  The application control testing was 
performed to assess the controls that support the financial systems’ internal controls over the input, 
processing, and output of financial data and transactions. 
 
• Application Controls (APC) - Application controls are the structure, policies, and procedures that 

apply to separate, individual application systems, such as accounts payable, inventory, payroll, grants, 
or loans.   

 
To complement our general IT controls audit, we also performed technical security testing for key 
network and system devices, as well as testing over key financial application controls.  The technical 
security testing was performed both over the Internet and from within select DHS facilities, and focused 
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on test, development, and production devices that directly support DHS financial processing and key 
general support systems.   

 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Material weaknesses are reportable conditions in which the design or operation of one or more of the 
internal control components does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements caused by 
error or fraud, in amounts that would be material in relation to the balance sheet or statement of custodial 
activity being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal 
course of performing their assigned functions.  Because of inherent limitations in internal control, 
misstatements due to error or fraud may nevertheless occur and not be detected.    

Controls over IT and related financial systems are essential elements of financial reporting integrity.  
Effective general controls in an IT and financial systems environment are typically defined in six key 
control areas: entity-wide security program planning and management, access control, application 
software development and change control, system software, segregation of duties, and service continuity. 
In addition to general controls, financial systems contain application controls, which are the structure, 
policies, and procedures that apply to control access to an application, separate individuals from accessing 
particular application modules such as accounts payable, inventory, payroll, grants, or loans, and assess if 
the specific interface and edit controls are in place, as defined by management.   

During fiscal year 2006, DHS as an agency, improved its Federal Information Security Management Act 
results, as reported by the DHS-Office of Inspector General.  In addition, a few DHS components took 
actions to improve their IT general and application control environments and to address prior year IT 
control issues; however, a number of  DHS components did not make necessary improvements during the 
year.  During the 2006 IT testing, we identified over 200 separate findings, covering each DHS 
component. DHS closed approximately 44% of our prior year IT findings; however, we identified over 
150 new IT findings through our test work this year.  A significant number of findings were repeated in 
fiscal year 2006. 

The control areas where the increases in the IT Notification of Findings and Recommendations (NFRs) 
present an increased risk of impacting financial data integrity include:  1) excessive access to key DHS 
financial applications, 2) misconfigured logical security controls to key DHS financial applications and 
support systems; and 3) application change control processes that are inappropriate, and in other locations 
not fully defined, followed, or effective.  The re-issuance and the additionally identified internal control 
weaknesses were the result of a lack of needed prioritization of taking the necessary corrective actions.  
Despite the improvements in a few DHS components, several significant general IT and application 
control weaknesses remain that collectively limit DHS’ ability to ensure that critical financial and 
operational data is maintained in a manner to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability.   
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FINDINGS BY IT AUDIT AREA 
 

1 Entity-wide security program planning and management – we noted: 
 
• Despite continued improvements in the process of performing Certification and Accreditation 

(C&A) of IT systems, nine DHS component financial and associated feeder systems, at three 
DHS components, were not properly certified and accredited, in compliance with DHS 4300A.    

• Instances of incomplete or inadequate policies and procedures associated with computer incident 
response capabilities at four DHS components.  

• Instances where background investigations of contractors employed to operate, manage and 
provide security over IT systems were not being properly conducted at three DHS components. 

• Instances of lack of compliance with DHS computer security awareness training requirements, 
and/or lack of component policies for IT-based specialized security training at three DHS 
components. 

 
2 Access controls – we noted: 
 

• A large number of instances of missing and weak user passwords on key servers and databases 
which process and house DHS financial data at six DHS components.    

• A large number of instances where user account lists were not periodically reviewed for 
appropriateness, and inappropriate authorizations and excessive user access privileges were 
allowed at nine DHS components.  

• Instances where workstations, servers, or network devices were configured without necessary 
security patches or were not configured in the most secure manner at five DHS components.  

• Instances where physical access to sensitive computer operations were not adequate at four DHS 
components. 

 
3 Application software development and change control – we noted: 

 
• One DHS component implemented a separate and secondary change control process outside of 

and conflicting with the established change control process.  During our testing of this separate 
process, we identified it to be informal, undocumented, and not effective.   

• Instances where policies and procedures regarding change controls were not in place to prevent 
users from having concurrent access to the development, test, and production environments of the 
system at four DHS components. 

• Instances where changes made to the configuration of the system were not always documented 
through System Change Requests (SCRs), test plans, test results, or software modifications at 
seven DHS components. Additionally, documented approval did not exist, or was not always 
retained, for emergency enhancements, “bug” fixes, and data fixes, and in some cases, audit logs 
for tracking changes to the data or systems were not activated. 
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4 System software – we noted: 
 
• Instances where policies and procedures for restricting and monitoring access to operating system 

software were not implemented or were inadequate at six DHS components.  In some cases, the 
ability to monitor security logs did not exist.  

• Instances where changes to sensitive operating system settings and other sensitive utility software 
and hardware were not always documented. 

  
5 Segregation of duties – we noted: 
 

• Instances where individuals were able to perform incompatible functions, such as the changing, 
testing, and implementing of software, without sufficient compensating controls in place at four 
DHS components. 

• An instance where the policy and procedures to define and implement segregation of duties were 
not properly developed and/or implemented at one DHS component. 

• Access control weaknesses identified during our IT testing also contributed to numerous instances 
where access to data could lead to various incompatible function issues, including the override of 
transactions at five DHS components. 

 
6 Service continuity – we noted: 

 
• Instances where incomplete or outdated business continuity plans and systems with incomplete or 

outdated disaster recovery plans were noted at four DHS components.  Some plans did not 
contain current system information, emergency processing priorities, procedures for backup and 
storage, or other critical information. 

• Service continuity plans were not consistently and/or adequately tested, and individuals did not 
receive training on how to respond to emergency situations at four DHS components. 

 
7 Application controls – we noted: 

 
• Instances of weak or expired user passwords, user accounts that were not kept current, users with 

excessive access privileges to certain key processes of an application, and key edit and business 
rules not working as designed by management at nine DHS components.  Many of the 
weaknesses that were identified during our general control testing of access and segregation of 
duties controls are also relevant to this area, since these same issues also impact controls over 
specific key financial applications, and are thus reported here as well. 

 
Cause/Effect: Many of these weaknesses were inherited from the legacy agencies that came into DHS or 
system development activities that did not incorporate strong security controls from the outset and will 
take several years to fully address.  At many of the larger components, IT and financial system support 
operations are decentralized, contributing to challenges in integrating DHS IT and financial operations.  
In addition, financial system functionality weaknesses, as discussed throughout our report on internal 
controls in various processes, can be attributed to non-integrated legacy financial systems that do not have 
the embedded functionality required by Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-127, 
Financial Management Systems.   
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Further, there is no consistent and thorough testing of IT security controls by individual DHS components 
and by the DHS Office of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) to identify and mitigate such weaknesses.   
 
The effect of these numerous IT weaknesses identified during our testing reduces the reliability of DHS’ 
financial data.  Many of these weaknesses, especially those in the area of change control, may result in 
material errors in DHS’ financial data that are not detected, in a timely manner, in the normal course of 
business.  In addition, as a result of the continuous presence of serious IT deficiencies, there is added 
pressure on the mitigating manual controls to be operating effectively at all times.  Since manual controls 
are operated by people, there cannot be a reasonable expectation that they would be able to be in place at 
all times and in all areas.  
 
Criteria:  The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) passed as part of the E - Government 
Act of 2002, mandates that Federal entities maintain IT security programs in accordance with OMB and 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidance.  OMB Circular No. A-130, Management of 
Federal Information Resources, and various NIST guidelines describe specific essential criteria for 
maintaining effective general IT controls.  In addition OMB Circular No. A-127 prescribes policies and 
standards for executive departments and agencies to follow in developing, operating, evaluating, and 
reporting on financial management systems.  In closing, for this year’s IT audit we assessed the DHS 
component’s compliance with DHS’ Information Technology Security Program Publication, 4300A. 
 
Recommendations:  We recommend that the DHS CIO in coordination with the OCFO make the 
following improvements to the Departments financial management systems: 
 
1. For entity-wide security program planning and management: 

 
• Enforce through the DHS C&A program across all DHS components, a testing process which 

goes beyond an assessment of in-place policies and procedures, to include tests of password 
“strength,” access lists, and software patches, of an application. 

• Enforce the consistent implementation of security programs, policies, and procedures, including 
incident response capability and IT security awareness and training; and 

• Enforce DHS’ policy to ensure that all contractors go through the appropriate 
background/suitability check. 

 
2. For access control: 

 
• Enforce password controls that meet DHS’ password requirements on all key financial systems; 
• Implement an account management certification process within all the components to ensure the 

periodic review of user accounts for appropriate access; 
• Implement a DHS-wide patch and security configuration process, and enforce the requirement 

that systems are periodically tested by individual DHS components and the DHS CIO; and 
• Conduct periodic vulnerability assessments, whereby systems are periodically reviewed for access 

controls not in compliance with DHS and Federal guidance. 
 
 

3. For application software development and change control: 
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• Implement a single, integrated change control process over the DHS components’ financial 
systems with appropriate internal controls to include clear lines of authority to the components’ 
financial management personnel and to enforce responsibilities of all participants in the process 
and documentation requirements; 

• Develop policies and procedures regarding change controls, and implement to ensure segregation 
of change control duties; and  

• Enforce policies that require changes to the configuration of the system are approved and 
documented, and audit logs are activated and reviewed on a periodic basis. 

 
4. For system software, monitor the use of and changes related to operating systems and other sensitive 

utility software and hardware. 
 
5. For segregation of duties: 

 
• Document the user responsibilities so that incompatible duties are consistently separated.  If this 

is not feasible given the smaller size of certain functions, then sufficient compensating controls, 
such as periodic peer reviews, should be implemented; and 

• Assign key security positions, and ensure that position descriptions are kept current. 
 

6. For service continuity: 
 
• Develop and implement complete current business continuity plans and system disaster recovery 

plans; and 
• Perform component-specific and DHS-wide testing of key service continuity capabilities, and 

assess the need to provide appropriate and timely emergency training. 
 

7. For application controls: 
 
• Implement policies to ensure that password controls meet DHS password requirements on all key 

financial applications and feeder systems; 
• Implement an account management certification process to ensure the periodic review of user 

accounts for appropriate access, 
• Document the user responsibilities so that incompatible duties are consistently separated. If this is 

not feasible given the smaller size of certain functions, then sufficient compensating controls, 
such as periodic peer reviews, should be implemented; and 

• Implement the appropriate oversight over the edit and interface controls to ensure that the 
financial processes are operating as management had designed. 
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Management Comments and OIG Evaluation 

 
We obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the DHS CIO and DHS CFO.  Generally, the 
DHS CIO and CFO agreed with all of the report’s findings and recommendations.  The DHS CIO has 
developed a remediation plan to address these findings and recommendation.  We have incorporated these 
comments where appropriate and included a copy of the comments at Appendix D.   
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Below is a description of significant DHS financial management systems and supporting IT 
infrastructure included in the scope of the financial statement audit for the twelve months ended 
September 30, 2006. 
 
United States Citizen and Immigration Services (USCIS) 
 
Locations of Audit:  USCIS Headquarters in Washington, D.C., as well as offices in Texas, and 
Vermont.   
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
• Federal Financial Management System (FFMS) – The Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

(ICE) component owns and operates FFMS.  ICE performs the financial reporting function for 
USCIS, using FFMS per the shared services agreement with USCIS.  FFMS is a commercial off-
the-shelf financial reporting system that was fully implemented in FY 2003.  FFMS is the official 
system of record and is built in Oracle 8i Relational Database Management System.  It includes 
the core system used by accountants, FFMS Desktop, which is used by average users, and a 
National Finance Center payroll interface.  FFMS supports all USCIS core financial processing.  
FFMS uses a Standard General Ledger (SGL) for the accounting of agency financial transactions.  

• Claims 3 Local Area Network (LAN) – Claims 3 LAN provides USCIS with a decentralized LAN 
based system that supports the requirements of the Direct Mail Phase I and II, Immigration Act of 
1990 (IMMACT 90) and USCIS forms improvement projects.  The Claims 3 LAN is located at 
each of the service centers (Nebraska, California, Texas, Vermont, and the National Benefits 
Center).  The main purpose of Claims 3 is to enter and track immigration applications. 

• Claims 4 - The purpose of Claims 4 is to track and manage naturalization applications. Claims 4 
resides on multiple platforms, including a Siemens E70 located in Dallas, Texas.  Claims 4 data is 
centrally stored within one Oracle Database.  Software is developed and maintained in the Oracle 
relational database and Microsoft Visual Basic environments.   

 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 

 
Locations of Audit:  ICE Headquarters in Washington, D.C., as well as offices in Texas, and 
Vermont.   
 
Key System Subject to Audit:  
 
Federal Financial Management System (FFMS) – ICE owns and operates FFMS.  ICE performs 
accounting services for other DHS components, such as the USCIS, Management Directorate and US-
Visit, using FFMS per the shared services agreement these agencies have with ICE.  FFMS is a 
commercial off-the-shelf financial reporting system that was fully implemented in FY 2003.  FFMS is 
the official system of record and is built in Oracle 8i Relational Database Management System.  It 
includes the core system used by accountants, FFMS Desktop that is used by average users, and a 
National Finance Center payroll interface.  FFMS supports all USCIS/ICE core financial processing 
and uses a SGL for the accounting of agency financial transactions.  
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Departmental Operations 
 
Locations of Audit:  ICE Headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
 
Key Systems Subjected to Audit: 
 
Federal Financial Management System (FFMS) – ICE owns and operates FFMS.  ICE performs the 
financial reporting function for USCIS and departmental operations using FFMS per the shared 
services agreement these agencies have with ICE.  FFMS is a commercial off-the-shelf financial 
reporting system that was fully implemented in FY 2003.  FFMS is the official system of record and 
is built in Oracle 8i Relational Database Management System.  It includes the core system used by 
accountants, FFMS Desktop that is used by average users, and a National Finance Center payroll 
interface.  FFMS supports all USCIS/ICE core financial processing and uses a SGL for the 
accounting of agency financial transactions.  
 
United States Coast Guard
 
Locations of Audit:  Coast Guard Headquarters in Washington, DC; the Aviation Repair and Supply 
Center (ARSC) in Elizabeth City, North Carolina;   

      
   . 

 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
• Core Accounting System (CAS) – CAS is the core accounting system that records financial 

transactions and generates financial statements for the Coast Guard.  CAS is hosted at  , 
the Coast Guard’s primary data center.  

• Financial Procurement Desktop (FPD) – The FPD application used to create and post obligations 
to the core accounting system.  It allows users to enter funding, create purchase requests, issue 
procurement documents, perform system administration responsibilities, and reconcile weekly 
Program Element Status reports.  

• Workflow Imaging Network System (WINS) - WINS is the document image processing system, 
which is integrated with an Oracle Developer/2000 relational database. WINS allows electronic 
data and scanned paper documents to be imaged and processed for data verification, 
reconciliation and payment. WINS utilizes MarkView software to scan documents and to view 
the images of scanned documents and to render images of electronic data received. 

• Checkfree - The Checkfree system is used to aid in the account reconciliations for the CAS.  
General Ledger extracts are imported into the system and automated passes are run to match 
transactions for reconciliation purposes. The results will later be loaded into CAS.  This system is 
hosted on a Windows server and resides at the Coast Guard    

• Naval Electronics Supply Support System (NESSS) – Formerly named the Supply Center 
Computer Replacement System, NESSS is hosted at  .  NESSS is the primary financial 
application for the Engineering Logistics Command (ELC), the Supply Fund, and the Coast 
Guard Yard fund.   Also housed at   is the Fleet Logistics System, a web-based application 
designed to automate the management of Coast Guard vessel logistics by supporting the following 
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functions: configuration, maintenance, supply and finance.  In addition,   is responsible for 
the Configuration Management Plus System, the central repository for activities associated with 
maintaining Coast Guard assets at the unit level.   

 
Several other key Coast Guard financial applications support military personnel and payroll, retired 
pay, and travel claims.  These applications are hosted at the Coast Guard’s   These applications 
include the Personnel Management Information System and the Joint Uniform Military Pay System.  
Also housed at   is the PeopleSoft 8.3 Direct Access application, which is used by members for 
self-service functions, including updating and viewing personal information. 

 
United States Customs and Border Protection (CBP) 
 
Locations of Audit:        

  
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
•    is a client/server-based financial management system that was implemented 

beginning in FY 2004 to ultimately replace the        using a 
phased approach.  The         was implemented and utilized in FY 
2004.  In FY 2005, the Funds Management, Budget Control System, General Ledger, Internal 
Orders, Sales and Distribution, Special Purpose Ledger, and Accounts Payable modules were 
implemented. 

•      is a collection of mainframe-based applications 
used to track, control, and process all commercial goods, conveyances and private aircraft 
entering the United States territory, for the purpose of collecting import duties, fees, and taxes 
owed the Federal government. 

 
DHS Consolidated
 
Location of Audit:  DHS Headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
• Treasury Information Executive Repository (TIER) – The system of record for the DHS 

consolidated financial statements is TIER.  The DHS components update TIER on a monthly 
basis with data extracted from their core financial management systems.  TIER subjects 
component financial data to a series of validation and edit checks before it becomes part of the 
system of record.  Data cannot be modified directly in TIER, but must be resubmitted as an input 
file.   

• CFO Vision – CFO Vision interfaces with TIER, and is used for the consolidation of the financial 
data and the preparation of the DHS financial statements. 

  
The TIER and CFO Vision applications reside on the Department of Treasury’s (Treasury) network 
and are administered by Treasury.  Treasury is responsible for the administration of the TIER 
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Windows NT server, Oracle 8i database, and the TIER and CFO Visions applications.  The DHS 
Office of Financial Management is responsible for the administration of DHS user accounts within 
the TIER and CFO Vision applications.   
 
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 
 
Location of Audit:     

      
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:
 
• Momentum:  FLETC’s core computerized system that processes financial documents generated by 

various FLETC divisions in support of procurement, payroll, budget and accounting activities.   
• Procurement Desktop: Procurement Desktop is the procurement management system, which is 

used for the tracking of procurement activities at various FLETC locations. The system resides on 
an Oracle database and the front-end of the system is integrated with Momentum. 

 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
 
Locations of Audit:  FEMA Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and the      

      
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
• Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS) – IFMIS is the key financial 

reporting system, and has several feeder subsystems (budget, procurement, accounting, and other 
administrative processes and reporting). 

• National Emergency Management Information System (NEMIS) – NEMIS is an integrated system 
to provide FEMA, the states, and certain other federal agencies with automation to perform 
disaster related operations.  NEMIS supports all phases of emergency management, and provides 
financial related data to IFMIS via an automated interface. 

• Transaction Record Reporting and Processing (TRRP):  The TRRP application acts as a central 
repository of all data submitted by the Write Your Own (WYO) companies.  TRRP also supports 
the WYO program, primarily by ensuring the quality of financial data submitted by the WYO 
companies to TRRP.  TRRP is a mainframe-based application that runs on the National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP) mainframe logical partition in Norwich, CT. 

• Traverse:  The general ledger application used by CSC to generate the NFIP financial 
statements.  Traverse is a client-server application that runs on a Windows server in Lanham, 
MD, which is secured in the local area network room.  The Traverse client is installed on the 
desktop computers of the NFIP Bureau of Financial Statistical Control group members. 

 
 
Grants and Training (G&T)

 
Location of Audit:  G&T Headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
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Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
G&T’s IT platforms are hosted and supported by the Department of Justice’s Office of Justice 
Programs (OJP).  The following is a list of key financial related applications supporting G&T.   
• IFMIS (same application as FEMA’s, but hosted at OJP) – IFMIS consists of five modules that 

include: budget, cost posting, disbursement, general ledger, and accounts receivable.  Users 
access the system through individual workstations that are installed throughout G&T and OJP.  
The current IFMIS version does not have the ability to produce external federal financial reports 
(i.e., SF132 and SF133) and financial statements.  IFMIS was updated in February 2002 with the 
version certified by the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program. 

• Grants Management System (GMS) – GMS supports the G&T grant management process 
involving the receipt of grant applications and grant processing activities.  GMS is divided into 
two logical elements.  There is a grantee and an administration element within the system.  The 
grantee component provides the Internet interface and functionality required for all of the 
grantees to submit grant applications on-line.  The second component, the administration 
component, provides SLGCP/OJP personnel the tools required to store, process, track and 
ultimately make decisions about the applications submitted by the grantee.  This system does not 
interface directly with IFMIS. 

• Line of Credit Electronic System (LOCES) – The LOCES allows recipients of SLGCP funds to 
electronically request payment from OJP on one day and receive a direct deposit to their bank for 
the requested funds usually on the following day.  Batch information containing draw down 
transaction information from LOCES is transferred to IFMIS.  The IFMIS system then interfaces 
with Treasury to transfer payment information to Treasury, resulting in a disbursement of funds 
to the grantee.   

• Paperless Request System (PAPRS) – This system allows grantees to access their grant funds.  
The system includes a front and back end application.  The front-end application provides the 
interface where grantees make their grant requests.  The back end application is primarily used by 
accountants and certifying officials.  The back end application also interfaces with the IFMIS 
application.  Batch information containing draw down transaction information from PAPRS is 
interfaced with IFMIS.  The IFMIS system then interfaces with Treasury to transfer payment 
information to Treasury, resulting in a disbursement of funds to the grantee. 

 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
 
Locations of Audit:  TSA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. and the  

  . TSA’s financial applications are hosted on the Coast Guard’s IT platforms. 
 
 
Key Systems Subject to Audit:  
 
• Core Accounting System (CAS) – CAS is the core accounting system that records financial 

transactions and generates financial statements for TSA.  CAS is hosted at   the Coast 
Guard’s primary data center.   
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• Financial Procurement Desktop (FPD) – The FPD application is used to create and post 
obligations to the core accounting system.  It allows users to enter funding, create PR’s, issue 
procurement documents, perform system administration responsibilities, and reconcile weekly 
PES Reports.  

• Sunflower:  The Sunflower system is the property management system, which is used for the 
tracking of property at TSA locations. The system resides on an Oracle database and the front-end 
of the system is integrated with the CAS user interface. Sunflower is hosted at the   the 
Coast Guard’s primary data center. 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology 

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 
 

 United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 

Citizenship and Immigration Services 
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

USCIS 
06-01 

The National Benefits Center 
(NBC) has not defined or 
documented the appropriate user 
permissions for the various roles 
granted to   Local Area 
Network (LAN). 

Define and document the various         LAN roles and 
their associated user permissions as they pertain to NBC.   

X  Low 

USCIS 
06-02 

NBC does not perform periodic 
 LAN user access 

reviews to ensure that users' level 
of access remains appropriate. 
 

• Ensure that the NBC IT Department annually review the 
list of    LAN system administrators and 
Database Administrators as well as review and approve 
access level list. 

• Ensure that NBC management annually review and 
approve the lists of employees stating the appropriate 
level of access for each NBC employee with access to 

    LAN. 
• Require the NBC IT Department to exercise its oversight 

role to ensure necessary adjustments in NBC   
LAN account access levels are accomplished. based on 
the input. 

X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

USCIS 
06-03 

Management at the USCIS 
Headquarters and the Service 
Centers (Nebraska, California, 
Texas, and Vermont) has not 
completed or inadequately 
completed access forms for 

         and 
CISCOR system users. 

Establish procedures for the completion and maintenance of 
user access forms for           and 
CISCOR users.   
 

X  Medium 

USCIS 
06-04 

Access control weaknesses such 
as account management, password 
length, and a lack of review over 
audit records were identified for 
the    system. 

Ensure that   system passwords are established and 
maintained in accordance with DHS and Federal guidance and 
that warning banners are in place when users logon to the 
system.   

 X Medium 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology 

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 
 

  Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

ICE 
06-01 

ICE-Office of the Chief Information Officer 
(OCIO) management has not defined or 
documented a formal plan to monitor 
security control compliance of third party 
providers of                

    services. 
 

Continue its efforts to define, document, and follow 
a formal plan to monitor security control compliance 
of third party providers of     services.   
 

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-02 

The  System Security Plan does not 
include procedures for distributing, 
maintaining, or tracking a user’s signed 
Rules of Behavior (ROB) document.   
 
Additionally, not all    users have 
signed the current ROB document reflecting 
DHS policies and procedures.   

• Update the   System Security Plan to 
include procedures for ensuring all    users 
acknowledge and accept the DHS ROB when 
they login to       

• Develop and implement controls to ensure such 
procedures are enforced; and 

• Continue its efforts to append the DHS ROB to 
the initial login screen of   .  

 

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-03 

At the time our procedures were performed, 
OCIO Management had not reviewed and 
updated the list of ICE users with wireless 
access.  Several wireless broadband cards 
were issued to ICE users, but the OCIO was 
unaware of who the users are or where they 
are located.  After communicating this issue 
to OCIO management, subsequently 
performed such a review and updated its list 

Periodically review the list of ICE users with 
wireless access to ensure that all users with active 
accounts still require wireless access.     
 

X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

of ICE users with wireless access.  
Furthermore, OCIO management indicated 
that it suspended and de-activated all cards 
not accounted for.  
 

ICE 
06-04 

ICE network traffic for the    
client/server application does not pass 
through the ICE firewall, but rather goes 
directly to the ICE router at the Department 
of Commerce (DOC) Office of Computer 
Services (OCS) and then is handed off to 
DOC OCS’ network.   

Continue efforts to implement a second firewall for 
the protection of ICE’s network, and more 
specifically, its financial information.    
 

X  High 

ICE 
06-05 

Users are not locked out of   or the 
ICE network after 20 minutes of inactivity.   

Configure   and the ICE network to lock users 
out after 20 minutes of inactivity.  

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-06 

The   security audit log for the 
mainframe system housing the    
databases can be modified by the     
Security Administrator. 
 

The ICE-CIO should work with DOC-OCS to 
prevent the    security audit log from being 
modified by the     Security Administrator. 

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-07 

ICE-CIO has not completed and authorized 
remote access forms for two of the five ICE 
users we selected for testing. 

Ensure that all users with remote access have a 
completed and approved Remote Access Request 
form on file. 

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-08 

Two of the five  users we selected for 
testing have two accounts (eg - Jsmith, 
Jsmith1, same person with 2 accounts), but 
only one access form on file. 

Complete and authorize user access forms for all 
   user accounts.   

 

X  Medium 

ICE 
06-09 

User profiles are not properly segregated 
within  .  We noted the following:  
• 3 users can enter, approve, and make 

payments; 
• 157 users can create obligations and 

payments; and 

• Clearly define and document   profiles that 
must be segregated. 

• Implement a timely and disciplined analysis (at 
least 2 times per year) of user access and 
segregate incompatible   user profiles 
whenever identified. 

X  High 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

• 7 contractors have access to the Desk 
Approving Official (AO) and Desk 
Funding Official (FO) profiles. 

 

 

ICE 
06-10 

User profiles have not been updated across 
all instances of   for the entities in 
which ICE, Office of Financial 
Management (OFM) provides accounting 
services to address the principles of least 
privilege and separation of duties.  
 
According to ICE management a business 
decision has been made to complete an 
overall update of user profiles, across all 

  instances.  The business decision is 
to approach the full profile component, as 
ICE has determined it is the better long 
range solution.   

Continue its efforts to review and update user 
profiles, across all  instances, to ensure that 
user profiles are adequately segregated and users 
only have access to profiles they need to perform 
their official duties.   
 

X  High 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 
 

 Departmental Operations 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 

Departmental Operations 

 
NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 

Issue 
Risk 

Rating 
MGT 
06-01 

During our testing we noted that the user 
account for an individual who separated 
from MGT on May 24, 2006 had not been 
removed from    as of September 8, 
2006.  Although the user account was made 
inactive in   upon the employee’s 
departure, the inactive account was not 
removed from     Experienced system 
users/hackers can access systems via 
dormant/inactive accounts; therefore, it is 
important to remove all inactive accounts 
from the system.   

• Request the ICE OCIO to remove the inactive 
user account from   

• Perform; in coordination with the ICE OCIO, 
periodic reviews of user accounts to ensure that 
all accounts are active and users require access 
to  .  

 

X  Low 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 
 

 Customs and Border Protection  
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations – Detail 
 

Customs and Border Protection  
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

CBP-IT-
06-01 

Due to the design of   certain controls can 
be overridden without supervisory approval.  
For example, when a CBP entry specialist 
attempts to liquidate an import entry in  , 
the system displays a warning message, 
indicating that a drawback claim had been filed 
against the import entry.  However, entry 
specialists could override the warning message 
without supervisory review and process a refund 
without investigating pending drawback claims 
 
We noted that there have been no changes in the 
status of the finding.  CBP management agrees 
with the finding, but does not agree with the 
recommendation to correct this issue in    .  
Instead, CBP management plans on 
implementing functionality in  to prevent 
the override capability.  We noted that although 

 will eventually replace  was not 
be implemented in FY 2006. 

While we understand that the complete mitigation, 
via system-based controls, of this issue may 
require significant investment, we recommend that 
CBP management develop a process to mitigate 
the systemic  weakness that certain controls 
can be overridden without supervisory approval.  

  Drawback functionality is just an example of 
supervisory overrides in   This is prevalent 
throughout the  environment.  Considering the 
number of years necessary to fully replace   
functionality with   this process should be 
designed in a manner to ensure supervisory review 
of   overrides while maintaining a minimal 
burden on management.  Also, CBP should ensure 
that the new  system has the appropriate 
requirements for such controls and that these 
controls are applied prior to implementation.  CBP 
management has concurred that the new   
system will be designed with this functionality 
built in to the system. 

 X High 

CBP-IT-
06-02 

• CBP management has not established ISAs 
for legacy connections with  .   

• Additionally, the majority of financial 
institutions connecting with  do not 
have ISAs.   

• Complete efforts to identify the remaining 
dial-up connections that are considered 
“legacy” connections and formally establish 
ISAs with these entities 

• Complete efforts to identify all connections 

 X Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

with the    and formally establish ISAs 
with these entities.  

 
CBP-IT-

06-03 
CBP management has not performed a formal 
certification and accreditation on the   LAN 
as a whole.  Specifically, a formal security 
control assessment and a formal risk assessment 
have not been performed for components of the 

  LAN. 
 

Complete the certification and accreditation of 
  LAN components and the   LAN as a 

whole. 
 

 X Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-04 

CBP does not maintain a centralized listing of 
separated contract personnel.  The only method 
CBP employs to track terminated contractors is 
the use of a report of users that had their 
mainframe account deleted.  We cannot 
acknowledge this list as representative of all 
terminated contractors.  This is because 
terminated contract personnel might not have 
mainframe access or their access was not 
removed after their termination. 

• Develop a formal centralized process for 
tracking the termination of contract personnel. 

• Deactivate all systems access of terminated 
contractors immediately upon separation from 
CBP. 

• Periodically distribute a listing of terminated 
contract personnel to information system 
administrators so they remove user access and 
periodically assess contractor access to CBP 
systems. 

 X Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-05 

• CBP management has not performed a 
formal review of individuals with physical 
access to the data center. 

• Additionally, CBP management has not 
established formal procedures for revoking 
physical access to   buildings. 

• Perform a formal review of access to the data 
center, 

• Update the data center access listing based on 
the review of access, and 

• Formalize the procedures for granting and 
removing     building access. 

 X Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-06 

CBP has not performed a separate certification 
and accreditation for the applications remaining 
in the seven business process areas defined in 
the Administrative Applications C&A.  These 
seven business process areas include the 
following: 

Complete the formal certification and accreditation 
of all  Administrative applications.  

 X Low 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

• Disclosure Administrative Support Systems  
• Financial Administrative Support Systems  
• Field Operations Support Systems  
• Investigation Support Systems 
• OIT Administrative Support Systems 
• Personnel Administrative Support Systems  
• Training Support Systems 

CBP-IT-
06-07 

   does not have an automated mechanism to 
detect and deactivate users that have not logged 
on for 90 days per DHS policy. 

Implement an automated mechanism to detect and 
deactivate inactive accounts that does not require 
manual initiation. 
 

 X Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-08 

Field offices are not consistently reporting the 
completion of  re-certifications at their 
ports to the OFO headquarters.  Email 
confirmation of completion of    re-
certifications were not available for Boston, 
Baltimore, New Orleans, Miami, and Calgary 
(Canada) field offices, and the Los Angeles field 
office only provided an email stating that re-
certification process exists, but did not confirm 
that   re-certifications had been completed.  
The six field offices listed above represent 10 of 
44 ports selected for testing. 

• Communicate the directive to all the field sites 
so that the field sites are aware of the reporting 
requirement. 

• Periodically reconcile the received completion 
reports with the field sites to determine the 
field sites that have not reported  re-
certifications to OFO. 

 

 X Medium  

CBP-IT-
06-09 

We could not obtain the requested evidence of 
  recertifications from CBP for any of the 44 

selected field level ports to determine whether 
  accounts with sensitive and high-risk 

combination of functions are reviewed for 
appropriateness. 

Field ports should maintain documented evidence 
of   recertifications for audit purposes.  CBP 
should ensure that field sites submitting 
completion reports are maintaining the required 

  recertification records. 

 X Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-10 

Improvements are still needed in CBP’s 
Incident Handling and Response Capability 

• Continue to roll out       Endpoint Health to 
all CBP workstations. 

 X Medium  
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

which may potentially limit CBP’s ability to 
respond to incidents in an appropriate manner.  

peS cifically, we noted the following issues: 
•     Health Endpoint will not be installed 

on all workstations for the majority of the 
fiscal year. 

• 3 of 8 selected system flaw notifications did 
not have an associated Service Center 
ticket. 

• tem flaw Develop procedures to respond to sys
notifications in a consistent manner. 

 

CBP-IT-
06-11 

We noted that the process for deletion of     
accounts for terminated government and 
contractor personnel may be utilizing erroneous 
data.  Specifically, we noted that the files being 
sent from the Mainframe Security group to the 

  Security team to terminate    accounts 
of separated employees do not display the true 
status of employees.   The mainframe query 
producing the separated contractor file includes 
individuals with Mainframe accounts that have 
been locked after 30 days of inactivity.  
Additionally, the separated government 
employees file is not accurate due to the fact 
that many government employees are separated 
and return to CBP as contractors.  
Consequently, the     Security Group does not 
deactivate the accounts for these instances.  

• 

• ine 

Determine whether the potential matches are 
actual matches. Delete the accounts of any 
confirmed terminated employees. 
Continue to use the payroll feed to determ
if a   user has terminated employment. 
Disable user accounts of separated employees 
and contract

• 
ors as stated in CBP and NIST 

• 
stems 

terminated or separated 
employees. 

X  

guidance. 
Implement and monitor a formal employee 
separation process that removes all sy
accounts for 

High 

CBP-IT-
06-12 

We noted that 24 out of 45 selected individuals 
did not have formally documented VPN access 
authorization forms.  Additionally, CBP h
implemented formal procedures for VPN 

as not 

• official authorization form 

• 
on a periodic basis and document 

 X Medium 

recertification for the majority of FY 2006. 

Continue to use the 
for new VPN users. 
Formally re-certify all VPN employee 
accounts 
results.  

 

CBP-IT- CBP System Security does not conduct reviews Implement policies and procedures for monitoring X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

06-13 of powerful system utilities.  Specifically, the 
utilities     and    

     are not reviewed by management. 

and reviewing logs o
suspicious activity. 

f powerful system utilities for 

CBP-IT-
06-14 

• Multiple methods of termination of 
mainframe accounts are used by Systems 
Security personnel (i.e. electronic mail, 
phone calls, and termination checklists). 

• We selected 45 terminated employees to 
determine whether termination checklists 
had been consistently completed.  Of the 45 
employees, only 30 forms were provided.  
Of these 30 forms, we noted that 9 out of 30 
forms did not have supervisory signature, 
which signifies completion of the form to 
include notification sent to System Security 
for removal of logical access to 
applications. We noted that termination 
checklists (CF-241) are not consistently 
completed for separating employees 
throughout the organization. 

• Ensure that management understands the 
importance of completing CF-241 forms and 
receiving appropriate notification from System 
Security for removal of access to systems. 

• Implement and enforce a formal separation 
and review process that requires the CF-241 
form to be complete, including signatures 
from direct supervisors, before the employee’s 
final day of employment. 

X  Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-15 

Backup tapes do not have affixed external labels 
to indicate the sensitivity of the data contained 
in the tapes. 

Apply external labels to the backup tapes and other 
storage devices with the sensitivity level of the 
information contained within the object. 

X  Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-16 

CBP System Security does not have formal 
policies and procedures in place for monitoring 

owp erful/sensitive system utilities 

Formally document, implement and monitor 
policies and procedures related to the use of such 

wpo erful/sensitive system utilities. 

X  Medium 

CBP-IT-
06-17 

• 

s deficiencies, we 

• 

•  

Improvements still needed in CBP’s 
technical security controls.  Related to 
issues reported in FY02, FY03 and FY04 
findings regarding host and network based 
security system acces
noted the following: 

Coordinate with DHS in developing 
enterprise-wide solutions for improving 
network and host-based system configuration 

.    design(s) to reduce the risks of compromise
Consider use of system administrator level
security management monitoring tools to 

 X High 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

 
• CBP has confirmed that they will not be 

implementing the Passfilt.dll system control 
program to enforce strong passwords or the 
Windows NT password protection feature 
enhancement upgrade referred to as   

      .   
• CBP has not made the configuration 

changes to the          
    that was compromised in We 

FY03 intrusion tests.    
• Discovered key systems’ domains in 

targeting for potential unauthorized acces
attempts where we were able to identify 

s 

• ulnerability that had 

•  
 on selected Domains has 

• 
s, misconfigurations, and missing 

• 
missing, 

sswords and auditing is not 

iencies in 

major CBP network domains. 
Exploited a system v
not been corrected.  
We confirmed that the number of Domain
Administrators
increased since 2005. 
ESM identified weak passwords, expired 
password
patches.  
Identified vulnerabilities on an Oracle 
database which had critical patches 
week pa
enabled. 

detect and correct security defic
preventing possible intrusions  

• Proceed with the implementation of    
  to replace the Windows NT 

domain configuration.   
• Provide and approve more robust standards for 

Windows-based production servers for a 
standard and sustainable baseline set of system 
management security controls. 

• Consider development of a compliance level 
policy that provides for adherence to CBP
password management policies set at the 
domain controller level where local system 
administrators and help desk staff may alter 
users’ password management policies 

 

 

• 
ure 

ere 
te minimum level necessary is 

applied.   

resulting in non-compliance situations. 
Review and justify the level of system 
administrators on critical domains to ens
that the level of access is based on strict 
adherence to least privilege principles wh
the absolu

CBP-IT-
06-18 

•  issues related to 
password parameters: 

• mum 

We noted the following

 
Mainframe mini

•    Continue to develop and implement the  
   security record to bring 

Mainframe password parameters in 
compliance with DHS and CBP policies. password length is set 

X  High 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

to six characters 
•  LAN minimum password length

to six characters 
 is set 

• Password complexity is not set on the 
Mainframe 

• Password complexity is not set on   
• Password complexity is not set on th

LAN 
e  

• Bring    password paramete
compliance with DHS and CBP policies. 

rs in 

• 
nimum password length of eight 

characters. 
 

Configure the  security parameter to 
enforce mi

CBP-IT-
06-19 

e noted the following issues related to 
t

 
•  

disconnected after 30 minutes 
 

• station 
fter 5 

onnections 
es 

. 

W
au omatic session disconnection: 

CBP’s policy states that sessions should be
automatically 
of inactivity, which is not consistent with
DHS’ policy. 
CBP’s policy states that the work
should log off from all connections a
minutes of inactivity, which is a 
documentation error.  According to 
applicable guidance, all system c
do not have to be terminated after 5 minut
of inactivity on the workstation

•     sessions are configured to termin
after 60 minutes of inactivity. 
CBP workstations cannot enforce the 
activation of a password-protected 
screensaver after 

ate 

• 

5 minutes of inactivity.  
 

• 
n policy so that it is consistent 

•  

y. 

The settings can be disabled or changed by
individual users. 

 

Modify CBP’s automatic session 
disconnectio
with DHS’ policy or obtain a formal waiver 
from DHS. 
Modify CBP documentation to reflect that
only the password-protected screensaver must 
be activated after 5 minutes of inactivit

•  session disconnection settings to Modify 
terminate sessions after 20 minutes of 
inactivity. 

• d 
up group policy 

and enforce password-protected screensaver 
settings on the workstations. 

 

X  Medium 

Continue deployment of        an
Windows 2003 in order to set 

CBP-IT-    is not configured to disable user accounts • Modify  system parameters to lock users X  Medium 
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Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

06-20 after 3 consecutive failed logon attempts. 
 
Additionally, per observation, we noted   
LAN accounts were not locked after thr  
consecutive failed login attempts. 

• 

after three consecutive failed logon attempts 
as required by the relevant policy. 
Modify intrusion detections parameters on all 

 LAN Novell Netware contexts to allow 
two failed logon attempts, which will enforce 

 account lockout on the third failed logon
attempt. 

 
CBP-IT-

06-21 
CBP does not document formal approval of 
system changes for the   system.  We 
selected 8     regularly scheduled changes to 
determine if formal approval was given and 

ocumented.  Per inspection of documentation, d
we were informed that there is no formally 
documented approval for the 8 selected changes. 
 

Implement and enforce formal policies and 
procedures for documenting   change 
approvals by end users and data processing staff. 

X  High 

CBP-IT-
06-022 

We n
ith

 Implement and monitor a process to log the 
f-site 

X  Low oted weaknesses related to the deposit and 
w drawal of backup tapes: 
 
• Tape deposit receipts for 2 of 25 selected 

dates were not available. 
• Withdrawal of backup tapes from the off-

site storage facility is not logged. 

• File the tape deposit receipts immediately 
following the transaction with the off-site 
storage vendor. 

•
withdrawal of backup tapes from the of
storage facility. 

 
CBP-IT-
06-023 me system 

CBP System Security does not consistently 
retain audit logs of powerful mainfra
utilities. Specifically, we selected 25 

   reports to determine if powerful 

t 

CBP management implement policies and 
procedures for retention of audit logs of powerful 
system utilities.  

X  Medium 

mainframe system utilities are being 
consistently logged. We determined that 5 ou
of the 25 selected logs were missing.  

CBP-IT-
06-024 

We determined that   does not have 
the ability to prevent developers from 

We recommend that CBP management implement 
procedures which prevent the overwrite of 

X  Medium 
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overwriting existing code in the developme
environment.  The developer is able to extr
the code from the development environment
place it into a personal folder on the user’s 
personal computer.  If multiple users are 

nt 
act 

 and 

development code in the development 
environment. 

modifying a program in their own personal 
folders they may be overwriting existing 
changes. 

CBP-IT-
06-025 

Accounts are not deactivated after 90 days of 
inactivity with respect to the  system.  We 
determined through inspection

• 
en 

Configure the setting within  to 
automatically disable accounts that have be
inactive after 90 days per DHS 4300A 
Sensitive Systems Handbook v3.3. 

•

 of audit evidence 
acquired from   that the defined deactivation 
period is, in fact, 180 days.  sable 

and/or remove accounts that have been 
Review current   accounts and di

inactive for 90 or more days in   
 

X  High 

CBP-IT-
06-026 

  LAN Security Administrators do not keep 
audit logs for the prescribed period of time.  
Audit logs are only available for, at the most, 
the past three months.  Logs are not maintained 
beyond the configured space for the log file.  
We also noted that  LAN Security 
Administrators do not review audit logs. 

• Configure the   LAN to keep audit logs
and track security events according to CBP 
and DHS policies. 

 

• 

X  Medium 

Review    LAN audit logs on a regular 
basis, according to CBP and DHS policy, to 
look for potential security events. 

CBP-IT-
06-027 

We noted that accounts are not deactivated after 
90 days of inactivity on the   LAN.  We 
determined that the removal of inactive   

sable 

ninety or more days in the system. 

X  Medium 

LAN accounts is a manual process. 

• Implement a control to automatically di
or remove accounts after ninety days of 
system inactivity in the system. 

• Review current accounts and disable or 
remove accounts that have been inactive for 

CBP-IT-
06-028 

  ISAs are not fully documented for    .  
The ISA documenting the connection between 

  America and CBP is currently out of date.  

Complete and approve all connections with 
existing and new entities connecting with   

X  Medium 
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Issue 

Risk  
Rating 

In addition, the connection that exists between 
Treasury and CBP is currently not officially 
documented. 

CBP-IT-
06-029 

y 

 
t 

nd 

ractors upon initially 
establishing LAN/Mainframe accounts to CBP 
inform

 X Low The documentation of completed initial securit
awareness training is not properly maintained.  
We selected security awareness training 
documentation for 45 users.  Per inspection of
documentation, and noted that 13 of 45 did no
have security awareness training certificates 
documented. 

Consistently apply the requirements for initial a
refresher security awareness training for all CBP 
mployees and conte

ation systems. 
 

CBP-IT-
06-30 

Contractor access request forms for the  
LAN could not be adequately tested.  We noted 
that no list of contractors hired to work at CBP 
is maintained, accordingly audit procedur
requiring a sample of contractor access request 
forms could not be requested. 

es 

all X  High • Formalize policies and procedures that 
employees, either government or contractor, 
are tracked by CBP personnel. 

• Implement a method of tracking those 
government employees and contractors that 
are currently employed at CBP. 

CBP-IT-
06-31 

  has excessive access to emergency 
processing capabilities.  We noted that after an 
initial authorization to be added to an 
emergency user table in  , a user can 
repeatedly request that t   mergency access 
be reinstated, without being reauthorized.  
While emergency access in  can expire in 
no more than nine days,  some users renew thei
emergency access every nine days.  We noted 
that CBP has not implemented an effective 

r 

• that all 
e 

• ncy access 
table to determine whether these are still users 
that may need emergency access as part of 
their operational duties at CBP.  

 

X  Medium 

method of controlling this access, as users are 
not required to reauthorize their emergency 
access each time it is requested. 

Implement a policy and procedure 
users that require emergency access must hav
supervisory approval for each time they need 
their emergency access activated. 
Recertify the users on the emerge

CBP-IT-
06-032 

Access change audit logs are not reviewed in 
        CBP management does n

independently
ot 

 review the changes that are put 

• Implement policy that requires review of 
access level change logs for  and  .  
Ensure that personnel reviewing these     are 

X  Medium 
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Risk  
Rating 

into place by the     security 
administrators. 

e 

• he review of these 
sues 

vered during a review. 

independent from the personnel that can mak
changes to the access. 
Maintain documentation of t
logs and follow up on any anomalous is
disco

CBP-IT-
06-34 

An administrator account on the   LAN 
(“CMO NDS Administrator”) is shared by fou

AN administrators. 
r 

L

Ensure that the shared account is locked or 
deleted. 

X  High 

CBP-IT-
06-036 

We d
v

 

ion 

etermined that the following documents 
ha e not been formally approved: 

• Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
Configuration Management Plan – No 
approval  

• Configuration Management Code Migrat
Procedures for        

       has no authorization  
Acquisition Planning and Selection and 
Development Process has no au

• 
thorization  

n 
ns, and 

• eam Procedures 

pproval 

 CBP policies, 
procedures and guidelines are appropriately 
coordinated and officially approved. 

X  High 

• Configuration Management Code Migratio
Procedure for Systems, Applicatio
Products has no authorization  
Production Management T
– No approval, no change history 

• NDC Operations: Standard Operating 
Procedures – No a

Ensure all documentation, outlining

CBP-IT-
06-37 

User acceptance testing for Employee Self 
Service Solution (ESSS)/Remedy was not 
formally documented red at CBP. 

Maintain formal documentation of user 

• Ensure that user acceptance testing is 
performed for all systems developed or 
acqui

• 
acceptance testing, including test plans and 

X  Medium 
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Rating 

results. 
 

CBP-IT-
06-38 

We noted that one individual with   LAN 
administrator privileges did not have justified 
access. 
 
We noted that there are instances where    
locks security administrator accounts due to 
various reasons that do not require documented 
approvals for reinstating the user account.  
Additionally, we noted that instances where the 

  security administrator is new or 
reinstatement of suspended/deleted accounts 
needed, a documented approval is required. W
noted that due to a system limitation within 

is 
e  

  , management cannot produce a system-
generated list of field    security 
administrators that differentiates between th
two cases. 

e 

• Delete  LAN administrator privileges 
from the individual without a documented 
need. 

• Perform periodic review of LAN accounts 
with   LAN administrator privileges to 
determine whether it is appropriate. 
Formally document approvals every time a • 
field   administrator privilege is requested
regardles

 
s of whether it is due to new 

s 
ator 

e in the 

administrators, existing administrator that wa
suspended or deleted, or existing administr
that lost their profile, but is still activ
system. 

• Work towards identifying a solution in  
that will allow system-generated listing of 
users that required formal field   
administrator access approval documentation. 

X  High 

CBP-IT-
06-39 

We noted that 1 out of 3 selected batch job 
schedule changes did not have documented 
approval. 

Managem t consistently document and maintain 
the OMS a provals for job schedule changes. 

X  Medium e
p
n
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

Notification of Findings and Recommendations - Detail 
United States Coast Guard 

 
Significant IT NFRs Which Contributed to the Overall DHS Material Weakness for Financial System Security 

 
NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
CG-IT-
06-001 

The     Business Contingency and Disaster 
Recovery Plan is still in draft form and has not yet 
been tested.   

• Finalize and implement the DRBC 
and ensure that it reflects changes 
in hardware and software and 
addresses disaster recovery 
procedures for      s key 
financial systems. 

• Identify an alternate processing site 
and document associated 
restoration procedures. 

• Periodically test the DRBC and 
evaluate the results of the testwork so 
that the DRBC can be adjusted to 
correct any deficiencies identified in 
testing. 

 X High 

CG-IT-
06-002 

A comprehensive incident capability that includes 
designated response team members and 
procedures for incident handling to help ensure 
that the incident is properly handled has not been 
documented and implemented.   

• Develop an incident response 
capability that includes: 
- Designation of response team 

members; 
- Training for team members; and 
- Procedures for incident handling, 

including preparation, 
containment, eradication, 
recovery and follow-up activities. 

X  Medium 
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Rating 

 
• Approve and implement the incident 

response capability at the   
 

CG-IT-
06-003 

Configuration weaknesses over       
workstations allowed users to modify sensitive 
workstation system and security settings.  During 
our test work, using a     network user 
account provided with ordinary privileges, we 
were able to successfully: 
 
• Disable the desktop’s anti-virus; 
• Change the screen saver setting to remove the 

password-locking feature; and 
• Increase the time period 

activation significantly. 
for the screen saver 

Medium 

 

• Develop and implement a 
configuration checklist for the anti-
virus server. 

• Perform periodic audits of the anti-
virus and workstation security 
settings to ensure appropriate 
configurations are maintained. 

X  

CG-IT-
06-004 

Although backup tapes for     and the     
created on a regular basis, testing proce       
have not been docume

are 

nted in accordance with 
     Instruction. 

 
Additionally, althou          
rotated offsite to the        

   backups have not been included in 
the tape rotation process to the  .  Alth
a tape rotation schedule and ta   ation 
procedures have been documented, the tape 
transfer logs are not being completed in their 
entirety to note the tape numbers and th

umber of tapes being rotated offsite.   

ough 

e 

 

• 

n

Develop and document 
comprehensive backup procedures, 
which include testing the  and 

  backup tapes on a regular 

•  
e 

before the 

basis, at least annually. 
Enforce the tape rotation procedures
to ensure that tape transfer logs ar
completed and perform a weekly 
review to ensure that the logs are 
completed in their entirety 
tapes are sent to the   

• e Include the    backup tapes in th
weekly offsite tape rotation to the 

   Update the tape transfer log to 

  Medium X
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include the   backup tapes that
will be included in the rotation.   

 

CG-IT-
06-005  

Although a change control process has been 
established and documented for WINS, the
process is not consistently followed.  The 
appropriate approvals are not consistently 
documented within PVCS Tracker prior to 
implementation.  Out of a selection of 30    
changes, 2 approvals were not documented.  
Additionally, evidence of testing, either through 
attached test plans and results or emails were not 
consistently attached to the selected SCRs within 

racker.  As a result, evidence of testing for 7 T out 
of the 30 selected changes were not available. 
 
Additionally, although criticality levels for  
changes have been defined, procedures for making 
emergency changes to   have not been 
devel

•  

n 

• 

n 
n 

• or 
controlling emergency changes to 

oped. 
 

Approve and complete each field
related to the SCR within PVCS 
Tracker  in accordance  with the 
documented requirements of the 
Finance Center Staff Instructio
5232.1C; 
Attach appropriate test plans, 
results, and approvals to the SCR 
forms within PVCS Tracker i
accordance with Instructio
5232.1C; and 
Document procedures f

the  application. 
 

X  Medium 

CG-IT- •     emergency procedures are in place
for the evacuation of   and its Dat06-006 a 

• 
 

• 

lly, two 
selected, 

Center.  However, no emergency re-entry 
procedures exist within this directive.  
No policies and procedures are in place to 
guide and document the emergency training
of Data Center personnel.  
Weaknesses exist in the implementation of 
least privilege regarding granting access to 
the Data Center personnel. Specifica
out of the fifteen personnel forms 
granted twenty-four hour access to 

• 

• 
r 

ire, 

ation 

X  Medium Finalize and implement the 
emergency procedures that include 
re-entry procedures into the Data 
Center.  
Develop and implement policies 
and procedures to train Data Cente
staff in emergency procedures 
pertaining, but not limited to f
water, and alarm procedures. 
Additionally, formalize this 
training by retaining document
that all staff has completed the 
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individuals on the janitorial staff.  
 • 

ess hours, to critical personnel 

training.   
Continue to limit entry to the Data 
Center, especially after normal 
busin
only.  

 
CG-IT-
06-007 

The passwords for    are not required by 
the system to be 8 characters in length or c
a combination of alphabetic, numeric and/or 
special characters.  Due to lack of vendor 
upport, there is uncertainty to the feasib

ontain 

ility of 

o 

s
implementing stronger password controls.  
 

Complete planned corrective actions t
replace   with the Coast Guar
Direct Access HRMS 8.9 
mplementation, which will address 

d 

endor support and password strength. 

 X Medium 

i
v
 

CG-IT-
06-008 

s in 
it trail is not 

reviewed on a regular basis. 
 

• 

e 

•  
n 

an 

A periodic review of Direct Access access lists 
was not conducted to ensure that users had the 
correct access privileges.  Additionally, we 
determined that an applicant could be entered 
and hired by the same individual.  The process 
of transitioning an applicant to an employee i
n audit trail; however this auda

Perform a periodic review of 
accounts to ensure that users are 
currently employed and have th
correct access to the system, 
specifically to sensitive areas. 
Require that the person who enters
an applicant’s data is not the perso
that hires the applicant or have 
independent party at   monitor 
Direct Access audit trails on a 

ty. 
 

 X Medium 

regular basis for any irregulari

CG-IT-
06-009 

Access authorization requests for     ids 
not indicate the roles or menus necessary for
user to perform job functions; rather access 
authorizations identified a current use
similar privileges that could be copied to cre

did 
 the 

r with 
ate 

the privileges for the new  id.  
Additionally, requests for new accounts are 

• Perform a periodic review of 
     accounts to ensure that user

are employed by the USCG and 
have th

s 

e appropriate access to the 
 system, specifically to sensitive

areas. 
• Utilize the  access form, 

 X Medium 
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accomplished via email, and th
dministrator did not routinel

e system 
y retain these 

mails prior to January 2006. n and a 
a
e
 

which indicates the roles and 
responsibilities required for an 
individual’s job functio
supervisor’s approval. 

 
CG-IT-
06-010 

• 
ated to 

Formal documented procedures are not in 
place over syst    are changes, rel

    an   
A testing baseline for system software•  

• 

s;  

ftware changes is 
not periodically reviewed. 

 

• 
ng, 

• seline 

t testing as a 

• s, 
 

•  system 
software changes to identify 

 

 X Medium 

changes has not been established and 
documented; 
PSC does not formally document and 
maintain the following for each system 
software change: 
- System software change request and 

authorization of the request; 
- Test plan documentation and test result
- Approval for migration of system 

software changes into production; and 
The audit trail of system so• 

Document policies and procedures 
for requesting, authorizing, testi
and approving system software 
changes, including emergency 
changes. 
Establish a testing detail ba
that defines the standard 
components that should be 
documented for software changes, 
and communicate and enforce this 
procedure to implemen
component of change 
implementation. 
Document and maintain test plan
test results, and approvals for all
system modifications. 
Review an audit trail of

unauthorized changes. 

CG-IT-
06-011 

Test plans and test results for   applicatio
changes were not consistently documented and 
maintained. Specifically, 28 out of 30 selected 
application changes did not have test plans o
results documented.  In addition, 11 out of 30 
changes were not approved by the business 
sponsor (user acceptance approval) and 4 out of 30

n 

r test 

 

• s 
r application 

Document and maintain test plan
and test results fo

 es, in accordance with the 
 SDLC policy 

Obtain and document appropri
approvals prior to the 
im

• ate 

plementation of program 

X  High 
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changes were not approved by the peer reviewers 
prior to migration into production, as required by 
the   Systems Development Life Cycle 

changes, in accordance with  
SDLC policy 

 
CG-IT-
06-012 

  passwords are not in      ce with the 
DHS s password policy.  The     ystem
does not enforce the following password rules: 

n 

 e same as the 

• passwords are to be eight characters i
length 

• passwords are to include alphabetic, 
numeric, and special characters 
passwords are not be th•
previous eight passwords 

 
We determined that  sessions are not 
timed out following 20 minutes of inactivity and 
ccounts are not disabled following a period of a

90 days of inactivity.   
 
During our testing of     accounts with 
special attributes, we determine  
generic accounts have access to  and 

  .  Additionally, we determined 
that the     and   
settings were not enabled.  Furthermore, four 
accounts assigned to   personnel had both 
    and      , two of which 

were system programmers. 
 

• 
 with 

incl n

h 
- 

- 
ious 

- 

-  

Strengthen password and account 
configurations in accordance
DHS 4300A requirements 

udi g: 
be - Require passwords to 

eight characters in lengt
Require passwords to 
include alphabetic, 
numeric, and special 
characters 
Require that passwords not 
be the same as the prev
eight passwords 
Terminate sessions 
following 20 minutes of 
inactivity 
Delete inactive accounts
following 90 days of 
inactivity 

•  to the Set   security settings
most restrictive mode.  
Specifically, the following 

  settings should be 
d: change

- Change      
to   

- Enable   
• Review access to sensitive    

privileges to ensure that users 

X  High 
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require the privilege to perform job 
functions. 

 
 

CG-IT-
06-013 

Outgoing Personnel forms were not documented 
for two out of nine selected users.  These two 
individuals retained access to the    
syste

nt 

nel 
r

X  Medium 

m with read only access. 
 

Implement corrective actions to docume
and implement policies and procedures 
for use in managing terminations, 
including use of the Outgoing Person
fo m.   

CG-IT-
06-014 

• Excessive access privileges have been 
granted within the  database.   

Password configurations for the • 
        

profiles have been configured to permit
passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in length.  Additionally, the 
password history requirement is the only 

  
 

password requirement that has been 
configured for the   profile.   

• Audit logging has not been enabled within 
the  application or database.  

Documented access request forms could • not 
be located for nine out of 22 new   
users granted access to the applic  
Additionally, although the automa
request forms for the other 13 out of 22 

ted access 
new 

  users granted access to the 
application were approved, the level of 
access/privileges associated with the new 

• 

user were not documented on the access 
request form. 

Individuals who are no longer employed with 

• Review the   database user 
listing to de  e which users 
have a business need to retain 
access to the     

•  Configure the    
      and 

 profiles to be in 
compliance with  
Password Policy SOP. 
Establish detail• ed procedures for 

d 

• 

audit trail generation, review an
management.  
Develop and implement access 
control procedures for the   
system and database accounts.   
Develop and implement access 

 

• 
control procedures for the   
system and database accounts.   
Develop and implement access 

 

• 
control procedures for the   
system and database acco    

X  High 
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    were found to have active 
accounts within       

• WINS account reviews have not been 
performed on a periodic basis.  

CG-IT-
06-015 

Weaknesses were noted in regard to these 
    personnel entrance and exit procedure

for civilian, contractor and military personnel.  
Specifically, out of fifteen entrance check-in 
sheets inspected, thirteen were incomplete or did 
not exist.  Additionally, out of fifteen exit check-
out sheets inspected, only four were receive

ur sample

s 

d from 
 selection, and none of which were 

complete.  
 

• rove 

zed 

on 
ts. 

• te 
ems on the check-

 Retain Check-out sheets for up to a 

 

X  Medium 

o

Continue with efforts to imp
the implementation of the 
personnel entrance and exit 
procedures and a more formali
chain of command for the 
collection of the check-in and 
check-out sheets. 

• Track and monitor the completi
of check-in and check-out shee
Ensure that personnel indica
which line it
in/check-out sheets are not 
applicable.  

•
year after an employee’s departure.  

CG-IT-
06-16 

• r    have been 
rd 

• Password configurations fo
not configured to maintain the passwo
history for each account.  

• Users are not locked out of their  
accounts after three invalid logon attemp
Policies and procedures 

Configure the  application and 
database to be    mpliance with 

   Password Policy SOP. 
• d 

 lock users out of their 

• ed procedures for 
d 

Configure the  application an
database to
accounts after three failed login 
attempts.   
Establish detail
audit trail generation, review an
management.  

ts.   
• for application and 

• 

database audit log management have not 
been documented.   
Documented access request forms could not 
be located for three out of nine new     
users granted access to the application. • Develop and implement access    

X  High 
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control procedures for the   
system and database accounts. 

• Develop and implement access 
control procedures for the   
system and database accounts.   
Configure the system to track and

• iately disabled   accounts are not immed
upon an employee’s termination.  
Specifically three civilians terminated 
employment with      

•   has not been configured to trac
  vate accounts that have not been used 

in 90 days. 

k and 

•   account reviews have not been 
performed on a periodic basis and results
the reviews are not maintained. 

•  
lock the accounts of individuals 
who have not logged into the 
system in 90 days.   

• Develop and implement access 
control procedures for the   
system and database accounts. 

 of 

• An excessive number of individuals have user  
administrator capabilities within    

• ide segregation Develop   w
of duties policy that provides 
guidance to personnel regarding 
incompatible duties. 

CG-IT-
06-017 

• ns for application and 
it 

h.  

Password configuratio
database have been configured to perm
passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in lengt

• Users are not locked out of their   
application accounts after three invalid 

• n the 
logon attempts.   

   logging has not been enabled withi
   application or database. 

ed • Individuals who are no longer employ
with    were found to have active 
accou  n   

•    account reviews have not been 
   rmed on a periodic basis.  

 

• Configure the  application and
       be    mpliance wit

 
h 

   Password Policy SOP. 
• Upgrade   to ensure that users

are locke       of their accounts 
after three inva

 

lid attempts.   
r 
d 

• Establish detailed procedures fo
audit trail generation, review an
management. 

• Develop and implement access 
control procedures for the    
system and database acco    

• Develop and implement  
control procedures for th    
system and database accounts.  

X  High 
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CG-IT-
06-018 

 Password configurations for the application 
 

d 
 have not 

•
and database have been configured to permit
passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in length  

 
• Policies and procedures for application an

database audit log management
been documented. 

•      account reviews have not been 
performed on a periodic basis.  

 

• Configure the   
application and      e in 
compliance wit   
Password Polic     

 
• Establish detailed procedures for 

audit trail generation, review and 
management. 

• Develop and implement a  
control procedures for the    
system and database acco    

 

X  High 

CG-IT-
06-019 

• n 
d that 

em 
wever, 

h 2006, for 

Manager Review of System Administratio
Monitor Procedures have been develope
guide managers in performing periodic syst
administration monitoring reviews.  Ho
the procedures do not note the periods of 
review that are being monitored, who is 
responsible for performing the reviews and 
evidence that the manager review was 
performed could only be obtained for March 
2006.  Additionally, although the manager 
reviews were implemented in Marc
the first half of the fiscal year, October 
through March,    system administratio
monitoring was      formed by a manag
or group outside of the three systems 
administrators during th

n 
er 

at time period.    
• The access request form for one out of four 

individuals granted access to    since 
October 1, 2005, did not cont      
supervisor’s approval. 

• The account of a contractor that lef   

• 
or 

toring reviews. 

Revise the Manager Review of 
System Administration Monit
Procedures to note how often 
managers should perform system 
administration moni

• Continue enforcing     
Instruction 5230.3 – Policy for 
System Level Access to    
Computer Assets.   

•    Continue enforcing  
Instruction 5230.3 –    r 
System Level Access to    
Computer Assets to ens      
accounts of terminated 
civilians/contractors/military 
personnel are revoked in a timely 
manner. 

 X High 
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in October 2005 remained active until May 
2006.  

 
 
 

CG-IT-
06-020 

A     Security Configuration Management 
Plan does not exist that clearly delineates the roles 
and responsibilities betwee       

   , and the    is the 
organizatio    er contract by Coast Guard to 
manage the     and     software programs.  
Conseque      the System Security Plans for the 

  and   applications do not include key 
security control information.  Specifically, the 
plans do not include information on the current 
ecurity configuration management process, s

including delineation of responsibilities for all 
involved parties.  The System Security Plans 
otherwise compliant with current NIST stand
 

were 
ards. 

Implement  ctions to 
implement  Security 
Configuration Management Plan that 
includes the role and responsibilities of 

   and    Also, the plan should 
address both   nd   and their 
associated operating systems and 
databases.  Subsequently, the     and 

 ystem Security Plans should be 
     d to reflect the approved 
information in the   Security 

n  

X  Medium 

Co figuration Ma     Plan.

CG-IT-
06-021 

Plan is still in draft form 
d no policies and procedures exist that require 

critical IT personnel to continue their education 

• 
d 

 

• ased training 
nel with critical 

X  Medium Coast Guard Headquarters is in the process of 
developing policy that addresses role-based 
training requirements for individuals with 
critical IT positions. However, currently this 

raining and Education T
an

through role-based training.  
 

Finalize the development of 
centralized headquarter policies an
procedures for IT role-based 
training for civilian personnel with
critical IT positions.  
Deploy the IT role-b
of civilian person
IT positions down to the CG 
component levels for 
implementation. 

 
CG-IT- NOAA forgotten widows, member type 1384, Implement corrective actions to add the X  Low 
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06-022 

e 

are not designed to be excluded from the 
actuarial data file created annually to estimate 
the pension liability for the Coast Guard.  
Forgotten widows are the survivors of retired 
personnel who died before any survivor benefit 
program was enacted.  The program is designed 
to exclude those member types included in th

 group identified in the  
            which does not contain   mber 

      All member types not in the  -
 group are included in the actuarial 

liability file. 
 

            to the        
group in the             

  to   e 
NOAA Forgotten Widows from the 
actuarial data file. 
 

CG-IT-
06-024 

A security test and evaluation has not been 
conducted on the   General Support Syst
In addition, the final Certification and 
Accreditation packa

em.  

ge has not been created and 
n Authorization to Operate has not been a

requested or approved for the  General 
Support System. 
 
 

Complete the Certification and 
Accreditation package for the  
general support system in compliance 
with NIST Special Publication 8
nd DHS Sensitive System

00-37 
s Policy 

s
Aut

 X Medium 

a
Directive 4300A, including a Security 
As essment Report and a signed 

horization to Operate. 
 

CG-IT-
06-025 ss, 

No documentation exists for the change control 
process, including the emergency changes proce
surrounding the      application. Althoug
a development server exists for the applicatio

h 
n, 

     management indicated that the 
application version 6.0.13 was the only version 
implemented for      in 2003 and no 
changes or updates have been made since.  
 

• Develop and implement a change 
control process for the    
application.   

• Develop and implement an 
emergency change control process 
for the   application.  

 

X  Medium 

CG-IT- During technical testing patch management • Implement the corrective actions  X High 
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06-026 ting weaknesses were identified on hosts suppor
the   and      applications.  Many o
these vulnerabilities could allow a remote attack
to gain full c

f 
er 

ontrol of the affected host and could 
lead to the compromise of the     
confidentiality and integrity of   and 

   data. 

•  

• 

noted in the finding.   
Implement polices and procedures to
ensure that the software builds 
created by the CG software developer 
are tested to ensure that all software 
security configurations, such as 
software patches and non-compliant 
settings, are up to date. 
Continue the process for performing 
periodic scans of the      

 the network environment, including
financial processing environment, for 
the identification of vulnerabilities, in 
accordance with NIST SP 800-42.   

• Implement corrective actions to 
any mitigate the risks associated with 

vulnerabilities identified during 
periodic scans.  

 
CG-IT-
06-027 fied on hosts 

During technical testing configuration 
management weaknesses were identi
supporting the   and   applications.  
Specifically, servers were identified with 
excessive access privileges, and password and 
auditing configuration weaknesses. 

• 

•  to 

re developer 

uch as 

•  

Implement the corrective actions 
noted in the finding. 
Implement polices and procedures
ensure that the software builds 
created by the CG softwa
are tested to ensure that all software 
security configurations, s
software patches and non-compliant 
settings, are up to date. 
Continue performing periodic scans
of the      network 
environment, including the financial 
processing environment, for the 

 X High 
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identification of vulnerabilities, i
accordance with NIST SP 800-42.   
Implem

n 

 ent corrective actions to 
ny 

 

•
mitigate the risks associated with a
vulnerabilities identified during 
periodic scans.  

CG-IT-
06-028 

• ss 
and 

d 

•  
istently 

Coast Guard has not completed the proce
of filing the records that were recovered 
recreating of the records that were not foun
during the migration of records from the 
Department of Transportation to DHS.  
Civilian background investigations and
reinvestigations are not being cons
performed. Specifically, three (3) out of 
seven (7) newly hired civilian employees at 

    did not have any record of a 
background investigation on file. 
Additionally, for the re-investigation of 

    employees, four (4) out of fiv
GS employees selected did not have a 
current investigation on file.  
Position sensitivity level distinctions for 
civilian personnel with access to DHS 

e (5) 

• 

information systems at   are not
accurately depicted. Specifically, of the 
selection of position descriptions recei

 

ved, 
nine (9) out of ten (10) had non-critical 

•  

re not 
ion of 

HS 

• gn the correct 
position sensitivity levels to 
individuals with access to DHS 
information systems in accordance 
with DHS policy.  

 

 X High 

position sensitivities although their job 
functions were that of IT personnel with 
advanced access to the DHS system.  

 

Complete the process of restoring
the background investigation 
records of their military and 
civilian personnel that we
included during the migrat
records from the Department of 
Transportation to DHS. 

• Perform the background 
investigations for civilian 
employees in accordance with D
directives. 
Reevaluate and assi
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CG-IT-
06-029 

Coast Guard has and continues to operate a 
separate, informal and largely undocumented 
change development and implementation 
process effecting Coast Guard Financial 
Systems, outside of and conflicting with the 
formal change control process.  This informal 
script development and implementation process 
began with the implementation of    in June 
of 2003.      reports that the 
documentation and tracking of the scripts was 
not developed until June of 2005 but is unable 
provide a complete population of implemented
scripts, to include the type, purpose and intende
effect on financial data.  The implemented 
process is ineffective as  the approval, testing 
nd documentation procedures of the script 

to 
 
d 

changes are not appropriately designed and the 
current process is ineffective to control the 

te

• ely implement a single, 

• 
d 

 

• o 

utomated 
ncial 

X  High 

a

in nded and actual effect on financial data.     
 

Immediat
integrated change control process 
over Coast Guard Financial 
Systems with appropriate internal 
controls. 
Immediately commence an in depth 
examination of the Coast Guar
Financial Systems with an external 
independent organization trained in
financial information systems, 
process analysis and with a 
demonstrated understanding of the 
federal accounting environment.   
In conjunction with item number tw
above, begin an in depth examination 
to determine and document, in detail, 
the effects of the identified root 
causes and implemented a
and manual adjustments on fina
data and affected financial statements 
for prior reporting periods and make 
appropriate restatements. 

CG-IT-
06-030 

• 
 

A copy of the       Disaster 
Recovery Plan has been completed. However,
the plan has not been tested.   

• e      The DRP for th
    has been completed.  

However, testing of the    DRP has not 
taken place. The projected completion date is 
October 2006.  

• The DRP for the General Support System has 
been completed.  However, testing of the   

• Periodically test the DRPs and 
   ngency Plans for the      

  and   so that the plan
can be adj     correct any 
deficiencies identified in testing.
Obtain a finalized and appr

s 

 
• oved 

MOU with      nd CG-61 
outlining their responsibilities in 
getting the    DR site up and 
running in a timely manner.  

 X Medium 
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DRP is scheduled to take place by the end o
the year. 
A copy of the Memorandum of Understa

f 

• nding 
(MOU) between   and two other CG 
components who the   must rely on for 
various reasons at the off-site facility wa
cited in the Disaster Recovery Plan 
A finalized contract with the off-site facility
was cited in t

s 

•  
he Disaster Recovery Plan. 

However, we were unable to obtain the 
eld 

• Obtain a finalized and approved 

signature page for it during our audit fi
work.  

 
 

contract with the  off-site 
Disaster Recover  lity.   

 

CG-IT-
06-031 

During our FY 2006 follow-up testing, we 
determined that  had taken corrective action 

 rabilities, 
w ing 

vul r areas: 

 

 Configuration management – 2 medium-risk 

• 

• on several of the previously noted vulne
ho ever several remained.  The remain

nerabilities are in the following fou
 
• Account management - 2 high-risk 

vulnerabilities and 4 medium-risk
vulnerabilities 

•
vulnerabilities 

• Patch management – 3 high-risk 
vulnerabilities 

 

Implement the corrective actions 
noted in the finding.   
Institute a formal process for 
performing periodic scans of the  
network environment, f

  
or the 

n 

A 
0-42.   

 Implement corrective actions to 
y 

ring 

 

 X High 

identification of vulnerabilities, i
accordance with the DHS IT Security 
Program Handbook for MD4300
and NIST SP 80

•
mitigate the risks associated with an
vulnerabilities identified du
periodic scans. 

CG-IT-
06-032 

During our FY 2006 testing, we determined that 
no e of the   prior year vulnerabilities

rected.  As a resu
n  were 

cor lt, the vulnerabilities present 
F

• ons    

•  

 X High 

in Y 2006 are in the following four areas: 

Implement the corrective acti
noted in the tables above.  
Institute a formal process for 
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 Password management – 1 high and 5 medium 

d 

• Audit management – 2 medium risk 
vulnerabilities 

• Configuration management – 3 high, 6 
medium and 11 low risk vulnerabilities 

•
risk vulnerabilities 

• Patch management- 11 high, 12 medium an
12 low risk vulnerabilities 

 

performing periodic scans of the   

A 
0-42.   

y 

 

network environment, for the 
identification of vulnerabilities, in 
accordance with DHS IT Security 
Program Handbook for MD4300
and NIST SP 80

• Implement corrective actions to 
mitigate the risks associated with an
vulnerabilities identified during 
periodic scans 

CG-IT-
06-033 

   contracts the maintenance of their 
information systems software and hardware for 
the Superdome supercomputer, which houses 
the four production databases including the 
production database, to Hewlett Packard (HP)
through two separate service agreements. One
the service contracts is valid until 2007 for a 
segment of their computer software and 
hardware.  However, the second portion of 

  
 
 of 

     Superdome equipment is covered 
under a maintenance contract that expired on 
May 31, 2006.     has requested a ren

f this contract ho
ewal 

wever the request is still 
n
r

soft
serv
 

order 

• 

software with the current vendor by 
anticipating delays in contract 
renewal and submitting requests for 
procurement in a timely manner. 

 

X  Medium 

o
pe ding and there is no other contractual 
ag eement to cover the maintenance of their 

ware and hardware during this lapse in 
ice contracts. 

• Continue to communicate with 
Coast Guard Headquarters in 
to convey the importance of a 
timely renewal of the maintenance 
contract.   
Maintain a continuous service 
contract for the hardware and 

CG-IT-
06-034 

•    does not perform background 
investigations or verify that background 
investigations have been performed for 

• Implement policies and procedures
to ensure compliance with the new 
DHS 

 

policies for the background 

 X High 
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contractors working at    especially 
those with sensitive IT positions. Specifically, 

    employs 150 contractors; however, 
We were unable to obtain the status of a 
background investigation on any of them.  
No risk levels for contractor personnel with 
access to DHS information systems at 

• 

 exist. Contracting personnel with IT 
ess 

ntracting 

Develop risk levels for contractor 
positions with access to DHS 
information systems in accordance 
with DHS policy.  

 

job functions which require advanced acc
to the DHS system are not categorized at a 
higher risk level then an individual who uses 
the system with basic privileges.  

 

investigations of co
personnel.   

• 

CG-IT-
06-035 

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
developed between Coast Guard      and 
Treasury Financial Management Service address

e 
es 

c
by b n 
Apr

th development, management, operation, and 
se urity of a connection between systems owned 

oth parties. The previous agreement expired i
il of 2006 and a current MOU between 
 

lete planned corrective actions to 
finalize and obtain all approvals for the 

    and Treasury has not been completed. 

Comp

MOU and ISA between     and 
Treas ent 

r

X  Low 

ury-FMS Financial Managem
Se vice.  
 

CG-IT-
06-036 

• e 
ate 

Seven developers out of 15 personnel in th
Business Services Section had inappropri
access to   function 
in the Production and Development 
environments allowing them to potentially 
circumvent the change control process at 

    from October 1, 2005 through 
August 10, 2006. 
We further note that 5 out of 15 personnel i
the Business Services Section had 
ina

• n 

ppropriate access to functions containing 

• 
development environment. 

• Continue to ensure that developers 
have limited access (select or read 
only) to the production environment. 

X  Medium Remove analyst access to the 
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elevated privileges in the Production and 
Development environments allowing them 
to update production and potentially 
circumvent the change control process at 

    
 
 
 

CG-IT-
06-037 

e sses Th  following password configuration weakne
ass  ociated with the      

 

n a 

• 

•  were not configured to restrict 

• d to restrict 
simple pattern passwords; such as “qwerty” or 

 exist 
he previous password. 

) application: 
 
• Passwords were not configured to require 

password changes every 90 days from 
October 1, 2005 to February 14, 2006. 

• Passwords were not configured to require 
minimum length of six instead of eight. 

• Passwords were not configured to maintai
history of six passwords. 
Passwords were not configured to require a 
combination of alphabetic, numeric, and 
special characters. 
Passwords
dictionary words including dictionary words 
spelled backwards. 
Passwords were not configure

“xyz123”. 
• Passwords were not configured to check that 

two identical characters in any position
from t

 

• Modify the     pplication 
password configurations to be 
compliant with DHS and Coast 
Guard policy. 

• re the  application to 
terminate idle sessions after a 
specified period of inactivity as 
defined in DHS and Coast Guard 
policy. 

X  High 

Configu
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Additionally, we identified that the   
application is configured to terminate idle session
fter 30 minutes of inactivity instead of 

s 
20 a

minutes. 
 

CG-IT-
06-038 

e ses Th  following segregation of duties weaknes
ass

ails/Monitoring

ociated with the  application. 
 
Application Audit Tr  
• he   application does not have the 

capacity to maintain audit trails for 
management review.   

mpatible Duties

T

 
Inco  
• There is only one individual performing all 

  DBA duties.  The lone   DBA 
actions are not reviewed for 
appropriateness, including changes to data 
and/or security profiles. 

• Users in the “   ” group have 
privilege to insert data at the database level. 

• There are 17 accounts associated with the 
DBA role in Oracle.   

• Monitor the  user and DBA 
actions as well as develop and 
implement procedures to 
periodically perform reviews of 

  user actions.   
Develop and implement procedur
to periodically perform reviews 

• es 
of 

the  DBA’s actions.   
• Perform a review of accounts with 

DBA privileges to determine that 
access is granted based on the 
principle of least privilege. 

X  High 

CG-IT-
06-039 

There are no documented policies and procedures 
on the calculation of the environmental liability 
reported on the DHS Consolidated balance sheet.  

liability is adjusted quarterly The environmental 
ba ed on the data stored in the  application. s

v
calc
De elop policies and procedures around 

ulation of the environmental liability 
usin . 

Medium 

g data stored in the   application

X  

CG-IT-
06-040 

We ement 
wea ted with the SAM application. 

Ina

 identified the following account manag
knesses associa

 
ctive Accounts 

• Develop and implement procedures 
to periodically perform reviews of 
inactive   application accounts. 

• Develop and implement procedures 

X  High 
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• A planned monthly review of inactive     

• 

application user accounts has not been 
implemented. 
There are 315 active accounts that have not 
logged into the  application for 90 days. 

Access Authorizations 
Access authorization documentation wa
made available for 17 out of 60 selected ne

• s not 
w 

 application users. 
ical/Physical Access ReviewsLog  

• The  application accounts are not 

rsonnel. 
recertified annually to validate that the 
accounts belong to appropriate pe

• Management is not reviewing failed logon 
attempts to the  application. 

Termination Procedures 
Five separated civilian personne• l had active 
accounts in the   application. 

ive • Nine separated military personnel had act
accounts in the   application. 

• Coast Guard does not maintain a centralize
listing of separated contractors. 

 

d 

requiring documented authorization 
for access to the  application. 
Develop and implement procedures
to periodically perform reviews of

•  
 

  application accounts.  
• Develop and implement procedures 

to periodically perform reviews of 
failed logon attempts to the   
application. 
Develop and implement centrali
process for tracking terminations of 
all Coast Guard pers

• zed 

onnel, including 
military, civilian, and contractor 
personnel, and implement a process 
to ensure that access to   is 
removed for all terminated personnel 
in a timely manner. 

CG-IT-
06-041 

 System change request to modify transaction
code    o automatically reestablish the 
funds as obligated was implemented in March 
2006 within the  3.2 build. Currently, the 
automated process appeared to be operating 
effectively. However, from October 2005 
through March 2006, no mitigating controls 
such as procedures for training of staff and/or 

The system change request to 
automatically reestablish the funds as 
obligated when transaction code      
is used was implemented in March 
2006 and therefore has no further 
recommendations to provide.  
 
For recommendations for all other 

 X Medium 
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transaction codes, refer to NFR CG IT-
06-029. 
 

manual reviews were established to determin
whether or not the re-obligation should be 
established to the associated UDO balance.  
 

e 

Additionally,      management indicated 
that transaction code     should not be 
automatically reestablishing the funds in the 
ystems .  However, as we could not perform a 

complete analysis of the  posting logic i
FY 2006 as noted in NFR CG IT-06-029, 

n 

transaction code    as well as other codes, 
may still contain errors as of September 30, 
2006.  
 

X  Medium CG-IT-
06-042 

    had not developed formal change 
control procedures documenting the 
requirements for altering the criteria used in 
   to match transactions.  Functional 

at 
ng 

Complete planned corrective actions to 
document policies and procedures for 
requesting, authorizing, testing, and 
approving functional changes to 

changes are required when initially establishing 
a matching process or when the accounting 
operations team identifies that transactions th
should be matching are not correctly matchi

 thin e system. 
 

   
 

CG-IT-
06-043 

Pol nge icies and procedures surrou      he cha
co trol process for Coast Guard   needs 
im rovement. Specifically, no policies and 

ocedures exist fo

• 

vals 

Develop and implement additional 
change control policies and 
procedures to include the testing of 
changes in a pre-production 
instance and obtain final appro
from     management on
changes before implement

n
p

r r: p
• the testing/verification the functionality of 

the change in pre-production before the 
change is implemented in production  

• the final approval of the change by     

 all 
ation in 

production.   

X  Medium 
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management  
 
Additionally, change control test results, as well 
as approvals, are not consistently documented. 
Specifically, documentation for the two formula 
changes requested, did not include evidence 
testing in a pre-production instance and the 
pprovals of the changes when they are 

of 
final 

e 
 

• Develop and implement a formalize 
process for the retention of 
documentation throughout the 
change control process.  

 
 

a
implemented in production.  Furthermore, of th
five remained changes selected, we were unable
to obtain documentation of final of final 
approvals for each of the five sample items 
approvals for five out of the five items. 
 

CG-IT-
06-044 

Policies and procedures for the overall change 
control process surrounding     and     
changes and emergency changes are inadequate.
Specifically, the policies and procedures do not 
fully include guidance for the roles and 

  

responsibilities   possesses in the chang
control pr

e 
ocess.  Additionally, they do not 

include detailed requirements and guidance on 
requesting changes, initial approvals,   
testing, final approvals and documentation 
retention requirements for changes made to the 
system.   

• 

cess 

Formally document and better 
define the change control and the 
emergency change control pro
for both   and     This 

 
documentation should include the 
different roles and responsibilities
that CG-    and CG’s sup
contractor have in the change 

port 

control process for the    
product suite. 
Develop and implement policies 
and procedures to specifically 
address in

• 

nical 
 

X  High 

itial approvals of the 
changes proposed by CG’s support 
contractor, including tech
changes, testing involved and final
approval of all changes to the 
system. 
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• g phases of the change In the testin
control process, retain 
documentation about the 
discrepancies found in     
results versus the test plans and 
results from their support 
contractor

 s 

. 
• Develop and implement a formalize 

process for the retention of 
documentation throughout the 
change control process for    
and   

CG-IT-
06-045 

As a 
y 

year, 
m
g

 ation Security Management 
Act of 2002 (FISMA) 

• Federal Financial Management Improvement 
Act (FFMIA) 

• Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
Circular A-130 

 

• on mplement 
and m e with DHS, 

oa curity 
li  
: 

- Change Controls 

 
• e 

diate the NFRs 
issued during the FY 2006 audit. 
These corrective action plans 
sho  be developed from the 
perspective of the identified root 
cause of the weakness. 

 X High result of our audit test work and supported 
b all the IT NFRs issued during the current 

we determined that Coast Guard is non-
co pliant with the following laws and 
re ulations: 
 

Federal Inform•

C tinue to develop, i
onitor complianc

st Guard and FedeC ral se
po cies and procedures in the areas
of
- Access Controls 

- System Software 
- Segregation of Duties  
- Entity-wide Security Planning 
- Service Continuity   

Develop and implement correctiv
action plans to reme

uld
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FY2006 Informa logy  
 of Fin  - Detai

 
Federal Emergency Management Agency  

 

 
 

Department of Homeland Security 
tion Techno

Notification dings and Recommendations
 

l 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

n of Findings and Recommendations - Detail 
 

ergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
 

Notificatio

Federal Em

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FEMA- cal testing, patch 
a d on IT-06-

01 

During our techni
m nagement weaknesses were identifie

   servers.  Specifically, as a result of  
mis
vul
vul

FEMA should implement the corrective actions 

ea

 X 

High sing patches, the    servers were 
nerable to buffer overflow 
nerabilities. 

listed in the NFR for each technical control 
w kness identified. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

02 

Dur
ma entified on 

ing our technical testing, configuration 
nagement weaknesses were id

   
Spe
pas

FE
liste
weakn

 X 

High       and key support servers.  
cifically, servers were identified with 
sword and auditing configuration 

weaknesses, and version weaknesses.   

MA should implement the corrective actions 
d in the NFR for each technical control 

ess identified. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

03 

heT re are no procedures are in place to 
peri
to d
incl
listi
dev

Dev
peri
req
cont
main

odically review  user access lists 
etermine if acc  l needed, 
uding the development of a master 
ng of all employees and contractors 
eloped and maintained by FSB. 

 

elop and implement procedures regarding 
odic review of access lists.  The policy should 

uire that a master listing of all employees and 
ractors is collaboratively developed and 
tained by FSB in order to periodically 

de rmine whether logical user access to  is 
d, consistent with job responsibilities, and 
ording to the least privilege principle.  

te
vali
acc

 X 

High 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

04 

The 
loca  
oth
con

   production and test servers are 
ted in very close proximity of each

er, which is not conducive to effective 
tingency planning efforts.  We note that

FEMA, upon implementation of the        
Data Center’s “real-time” back-up facility, create 
redundant servers at the       Data Center 

 for the two      servers located at      

 X 

Medium 
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upon the implementation of the      
  Data Center’s “real-time” back-up 

facility, both th  est and production 
servers will be redundant, alleviating the 
current condition.  However, the Denton 
back-up facility does not currently have that 
capability in place. 
 

 

FEMA-
IT-06-

05 

• • 

 

The      did not provide 
adequate documentation of the results 
to the accrediting authority.  The  

Document the results of the  by 
providing a detailed listing for the 
vulnerabilities and/or corrective action for the 
vulnerabilities in the ATO as well as 
documenting them in an individual manner in
the POA&M when the system is re-certified 
and accredited in 2007. 

• Document the results of the ST&Es performed 
on              after 
performing technical testing, and provide 
results for the technical testing performed ov
the baseline security requirements in 

 
 included thorough testing of 

managerial, operational and technical 
controls and identified 88 
vulnerabilities; however, the 
vulnerabilities listed in the ST&E rep
were only identified as one POA&M

ort 
 

weakness in the   POA&M  
Of the 10 systems deemed critical for 
which the C&A process was completed, 
we noted that the following four 
systems did not include any 
documentation of   results in 

• 

the ATO package:    
        

• FEMA has completed a majority of th

er 

accordance with NIST 800-37 and IT Security 
Program Handbook for MD4300A Sensitive 
Systems. 

• Re-perform the C&A process for     due 
to the major changes the system has undergone 

am 

 X 

High 

e 
   migration from Microsoft 

Windows 2000 Professional to      
except for a few aspects of the 
migration dealing with Individual 
Assistance and various regional sites.  
We noted that these major changes to 

using NIST 800-37 and IT Security Progr
Handbook for MD4300A Sensitive Systems. 
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the system warrant that the  
C&A process be re-performed. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

06 

There is not formal, documented procedures 
are in place to require updates to the   
sy em documentation as       functions 

added, deleted, or modified. 
st

are 

Develop and implement procedures to require 
up ates to      documentation as functions are 
ad ed, deleted, or modified. 

d
d

 

 X 

Low 

FEMA-
IT-06-

07 

• FEMA did not adequately document 
testing of the Contingency Plan for 

  Although a table-top test of th

• Perform a full test of the    Contingency 
Plan when th      Data Center is 
prepared to be the functional alternate site for 

        As part of this contingency plan 
test, FEMA should include the IT compone
in order to assess if they will operate as 

e 
     Contingency Plan was 
completed on February 10, 2006, the 

    table top test did not adequat
nts 

planned.  Additionally, testing of the     
Contingency Plan should be performe  
annually. 

ely 

• 

test the IT components of the 
system/processes.   
FEMA does not have an accurate 
Contingency Plan for         The 
most recent version of the   
Contingency Plan is dated July 19, 
2004.  However, since that time, FEM
has nearly completed its migration of 

• d then 
e plan in 

compliance with DHS 4300A and NIST 800-

Update the       Contingency Plan an
perform an adequate test of th 

A 

     from Microsoft Windows 

34, once the       migration is complete. 
 

 X 

High 

2000 
Professional to the    operating 

ess system and is adding a Small Busin
Administration web interface.   

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

08 

The FEMA COOP has prioritized each of 
its 12 critical Information Technology (IT) 
systems according to criticality of the 
systems; however, the FEMA COOP has 
not been updated to take into account the 
new listing of FEMA critical IT systems.  
We confirmed with the Office of Cyber 

Update the FEMA COOP to clearly state and 
prioritize the listing of 12 critical IT systems that 
would be brought back online at various alternate 

rocessing sites in the event of a disaster.  p
 

 

 X 

Medium 
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Security (OCS) and ONSC that the upda
listing of FEMA mission critical IT system
should be represented in the FEMA COOP. 

ted 
s 

FEMA-
IT-

NFR-
06-09 

•   users are not locked out of the 
system after three invalid logon 
attempts.  In addition, we determined 
that upon locking a user account out of
the system after three invalid logon 
attempts at the domain level, the user 
account becomes unlocked and active 
again after fifteen (15) minutes of 
inactivity.   

• Complete a review over all      
settings for Microsoft Windows 2000 users 
and ensure that all      settings 
are properly applied to those users, including 
disabling the user’s ability to change the 
inactivity threshold of the password prot
screensaver. 

 

•    settings on machines 
running Microsoft Windows 2000 
Professional disabled the user’s ab
to disable the password protected 

ility 

screensaver; however the    
      settings did not disable the 

    lity to change the inactivity 
threshold greater than the FEMA 
standard of fiftee    .  This 
weakness impact   

ected 

the 
tem 

for 
 

 X 

• Ensure that FEMA users locked out of 
system at a domain level must have the sys
administrator unlock and reset passwords 
users, per Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) Information Technology Security 
Program Publication, 4300A. 

 

Medium 

FEMA-
IT-06-

10 

   settings on machin
running Microsoft Windows 2000 
Professional prevented the user’s ability to 
disable the password protected screensaver

es 

; 
however the          settings did 
not prevent the user’s ability to change t
inactivity threshold.  The implementatio
a password protected screensav
mitigating control for lacking 

f authentication is 

he 
n of 

er as a 
a second form 

not sufficient if users o

Complete a review over all      
settings for Microsoft Windows 2000 users and 
ensure that all    settings are 
properly applied to those users, including disabl
the user’s ability to change the inactivity threshold 
of the password protected screensaver. 
 

ing 

 X 

Medium 
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have the ability to change the inactivity 
threshold greater than the FEMA standard 
of fifteen minutes.  This weakness impacts 

   
FEMA-
IT-06-

11 

• Password configurations for the     
application have been configured to 
permit passwords to be a minimum of 
six characters in length which is not in 
compliance with Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) Information 
Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A.  

• Access authorizations for   are not 
consistently documented and 

e 
for 

maintained on file. We noted that 
FEMA Form 20-24, User Access 
Control Form, was not completed for 
three (3) out of a sample of twenty-fiv
(25) new user access request forms 

     
 

• Configure the   application to requi
password to be a minimum of eight 
characters in length to be in compliance wit
DHS Information Technology Security 

re a 

h 

Program Publication, 4300A Password 
Policy. 

• Ensure that   user access is only 
granted upon completion of FEMA Form 
20-24,  User Access Control Form, 
and evidence of supervisory authorization.  

X  

High 

In addition, the access request forms should 
be retained for at least one year. 

 

FEMA-
IT-06-

12 

No policies or procedures exist to 
periodically review    access 
listings to determine if access is still
required or if access levels commensurate 
with users’ job respo

 

nsibilities.  We noted 
that    user access lists have not 

still
com
respon

Develop and implement procedures regarding 

been reviewed to determine if access is 
 required or if access levels 
mensurate with users’ job 

sibilities.   
 

periodic review of    access lists.  The policy 
should require that a master listing of all  
users is periodically reviewed to determine 
whether logical user access to  is valid, 
consistent with job responsibilities, and according 

 th y, a to e least      rinciple.  Additionall
revi
perf

X  

Medium 

ew of al      user accounts should be 
ormed at least annually. 
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FEMA-
IT-06-

13 

wenty-nine (29) terminated or separated 
FEMA employees and contractors maintain 
T

active    user accounts.  Additionally, 
we noted that two (2) terminated or 
separated FEMA employees maintain active 

 user accounts.  The implementation 
of FEMA Instruction 1540.3 as a form of 
access controls review is not sufficient 
because FEMA is only performing reviews 
over current year terminations and 
separations, and has not performed reviews 

•  
cess 
. 

• 
i-

 

 X 

High 

over legacy users to ensure that all users 
have valid access. 
 

Complete a review over all existing FEMA
application users’ access to ensure that ac
to each respective application is warranted
Per FEMA Instruction 1540.3, perform a 
review of authorized accounts on a sem
annual basis and remove terminated 
employees’ access to all FEMA systems.   

FEMA-
IT-06-

14 

    software request forms were not 
onsistenc tly approved by supervisors. We 

rm, noted that FEMA Software Tracking Fo
did not have supervisor approval prior to 
receiving software for eight (8) out of a 
sample of fifteen (15)       softw
request tickets, which is not in complia
with the FEMA Policy – Procedures fo
Removal and R

are 
nce 
r 

eturn of Storage Media from 
and to t S 

fo ogram 
Pub
 

al 

he Library, as well as DH
In rmation Technology Security Pr

lication, 4300A. 

Enforce the requirement for written email approv
by a supervisor for all     software requests to 

 and to 

X  

comply with FEMA P     rocedures for 
Removal and Return of Storage Media from
the Library. 
 

High 

FEMA-
IT-06-

15 

•  and     s and withdrawals of    
 backup tapes are not author

or logged. 
ized 

• e 

• 

    and     backup tapes ar
not rotated to an offsite location. 

Develop and implement procedures to 
authorize and log the withdrawal of  and 

   backup tapes.  The policy should 
require that a documented backup inventory 
for     and     is maintained, a log for 

X  

High 
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 the deposit and withdrawal of  and 
   backup tapes, and documented 

procedures for the delivery and pickup of 
    and     backup tapes.   

• Upon implementation of the     
    Data 

Center’s “real-time” back-up facility, create 
redundant servers at the     Data Center for 
the   and  servers located at 

     
 

FEMA- E itization and Release of Ensure that FEMA Policy - Sanitization and 
zed, 

X  

Medium 
IT-06-

16 

F MA Policy - San
Electronic Storage Media has not been 
finalized or implemented and is currently in 
draft form. 
 

Release of Electronic Storage Media is finali
and promulgated to necessary FEMA personnel. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

17 

No formally documented configuration 
management plan is in place for      
FEMA has informal configuration 
management proced
however they have not been formally 
documented.   
 

ures for       

 Develop and implement formal policies and
procedures over the      configuration 
management process modeled after the informal 

y in 

X  

High configuration management process currentl
place.   
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

18 

• A documented configuration 
management plan is in place for 

 ; however, it is currently in 
draft form.  We noted that the plan 
has multiple sections where input 
from FEMA personnel is requested 
by the Contractor who created the 
plan, however, FEMA has not 
responded back to these requests.  

• Finalize the formal policies and procedures 
over the    configuration management 
process to be in compliance with DHS 
Information Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A. 

• Develop and implement formal policies and 
procedures for restricting access to  

 system software, and promulgate it to all
needed personnel, to be in compliance with 

X  

High 
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Additionally, the   
configuration management plan was 
created in 1998 and needs to be 
updated to reflect the current   
environment. 

• No documented policies and 
procedures are in place for restricting 
access to system software. 

• No documented     Patch 
Management Policy has been 
documented. 

 

DHS Information Technology Security 
Program Publication, 4300A. 

• Develop and implement formal   
management policies and 

patch 
procedures in 

gy 

 

accordance with DHS Information Technolo
Security Program Publication, 4300A. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

19 

No d 
roc e in place for restricting access 

formally documented policies an
edures arp

to  system software 

Develop and implement formal policies and 
pro stem 
soft
per
nfo  Security Program 

X  

Medium 

cedures for restricting access to   sy
ware, and promulgate it to all needed 
sonnel, to be in compliance with DHS 
rmation TechnologyI

Publication, 4300A. 
 

FEMA-
0IT- 6-

20 

   application 
programmers/configuration management 
group responsible for maintaining and 
developing changes for      are also 
responsible for migrating application code 
changes into the production environment.  
We noted t   ntractor us    
username,     within the 
Unix envir       deploy app 

 
      

code changes into the    production 
environment. 

Limit the Contractors access to the  
production environment to “read only” and 
segregating the responsibility for deploying 
application code changes into production from
Contractor to an independent control grou
 

 the 
p. 

X  

High 

FEMA-
IT-06-

No formal investigation procedures are in Develop and implement formal policies and 
procedures to review suspicious system softplace to review suspicious system ware 

X  Medium 
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21 software activities or suspicious access and access activities for  o be in
with DHS Information   gy Secu
Program Pub

activities for   
 compliance 

rity 
lication, 4300A. 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

22 

• No documented policies and 
procedures exist to monitor sensitive 
ac   ystem software utilities 
fo     

• No formal investigation procedures 
are in place to review suspicious 
system software activities or 
suspicious access activities for 

     
 

• Develop and implement formal policies and 
procedures to monitor sensitive access and 
system software utilities fo  to be in 
compliance with DHS Information 
Technology Security Program Publication, 
4300A. 

• Develop and implement formal investigation 
poli
syste

cies and procedures to review suspicious 
m software and access activities for 

  to be in compliance with DHS 
Information Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A. 

 

X  

Medium 

FEMA-
IT-06-

23 

No documented SDLC has been 
developed for      
 

De elop, implement and establish a documev nted 
SDLC methodology for  as well as 

orporating security planning throughout t
e.  Furthermore, ens

inc he life 
ycl ure that the SDLC 

methodology is promulgated to all personnel 
involved in the design, development, and 
implementation process on the SDLC 
methodology. 
 

X  

High 
c

FEMA- o document    has been 
IT-06-

24 

N
developed fo     
 

Develop, implement and   h a documented 
SDLC
inc  
cyc
met
invo

 methodology for      as well as 
orporating security planning throughout the life
le.  Furthermore, ensure that the SDLC 
hodology is promulgated to all personnel 
lved in the design, development, and 

X  

High 
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impl
met

ementation process on the SDLC 
hodology. 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

25 

ures are 
using the 

Emergency exit and re-entry proced
not effective for the data center ho

         production and test 
servers.  The current procedures do not 
provide detailed information regarding the 
exact procedures needed to re-enter the data 
center after leaving the facility for an 

v

emergency. 
 

De elop and implement detailed emergency exit 
and re-entry procedures for the      data 
cent
nd h accurately portrays the 

controls around re-entry into the data center.  Once 
these procedures have been developed they must 

er housing the            production 
 test servers whica

be promulgated to all       data center 
operators as well as displayed throughout the data 
center. 
 

X  

Medium 

FEMA-
IT-06-

26 

Excessive access has been granted to  
   .  We identified one m
of Group 0001 who does not have a real 
business need to have access to this 
function.  We informed the Financial 
Services Branch (FSB) of the excessive 

• Ensure that the    system administrator 
privileges remain restricted to only the 
minimum number of users necessary to 
achieve the principle of least privilege. 

• Develop procedures to perform routine 
monitoring    ystem administrator 

ember 

       access and noted that FSB 
removed the user with excessive access
We noted that corrective action has 
aken and

accounts in  
 

X  

Medium .  
been 

 completed in the current fiscal t
year; however, this issue posed a risk for a 
majority of the fiscal year and therefore will 
be reported as a weakness for FY 2006. 
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

27 
003 have the 

ability to gain access to the account 
a es to the 
c

cessive Twenty-one (21) users in Group 0002 and 
ight (8) users in Group 0e

m pping functions and make chang
ac ount tables.  Of the 21 users in Group 

• Implement a solution to limit the ex
access to the online  account mapping 
functions and the ability to make offline 

tables.  changes to the general ledger account 
Access rights should be periodically 

  

High 
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000
s
n

2, nine (9) users do not have a real 
bu iness need to have access to this 
fu ction.  The 9 users that     o have 
exc
dev
adm e 
8 us  not 
av ness need to have access to 
is 

Ad

essive access consist of  
elopers or others with system 
inistrative access.  Additionally, of th
ers in Group 0003, six (6) users do
e a real busih

th function. 
 

ditionally, excessive access is designed 
to to make 
of ine changes to the general ledger 

 b
fl

e permitted within   

account tables via the    
                 

      ntified 
        he     group that 

ability to make     hanges to the 
eral ledger account tables.  Of the five 
rs, four (4) users do not have a real 
ness need to have access to

 have 
the 
gen
use
busi  this 

nction. 
 

ave a 

• 

fu

reevaluated and limited to people who h
business need. 
Develop procedures to perform routine 
monitoring over access to the online  
account mapping functions and gene  r 
account tables. 

 

FEMA-
IT-06-

28 

 user access request forms were 
not consi         leted prior to granting 

Ens terprise System Access 
equest forms are only provided to the Department 
T pletion of 

the 
sup
 
 

X  

Low 

ure    En
R
of reasury for granting access upon com

access request form with evidence of 
ervisory authorization. 

ac ess to   Specifically, two 
of a sample of thirteen (13) did n
pervisor’s approval.   

c (2) 
out ot have 
a su
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

29 

• • 
and 

X  
High 

An applicant’s homeowner’s   
insurance status is not verified prior to 

Ensure that applicant’s homeowner’s 
insurance status is verified by developing 
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granting disaster housing assistance. 
• The automated home ownership 

verification check within   failed 

 

d 

 

by (a) misidentifying a renter as a 
homeowner and (b) failing to verify 
home ownership status for a valid 
homeowner. 

implementing procedures to establish a 
centralized database to verify applicant’s 
homeowner’s insurance status. 

• In conjunction with a contractor, develop an
implement a reliable method of obtaining 
accurate and up to date home ownership 
information. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

30 

• Visitor logs a     ned to the 
LAN room at        LAN Data 
Center in     

• One separated CSC personnel retained 
physical access to the Lanham facility; 
however, this individual did not have 
access privileges to the LAN room. 

• Management does not periodically 
review physical access listings to 

 

• g all 
 sign in and out on the visitors log 

/server 

determine if access is still required or if 
access levels are commensurate with 
users’ job responsibilities.  

Develops policies and procedures requirin
visitors to
when entering and leaving the computer
room. 

 Maintains visitor logs for the LAN    
      LAN Data Center in    
   

Develops and implements policies to inform
the phys

•  
ical security personnel of separated 

s. 
• 

X  

Low 

individuals with access to NFIP facilitie
Develops and implements policies to 
periodically review physical access listings to 
determine if access is still required or if access 
levels are commensurate with users’ job 
responsibilities.  

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

31 

• The       application does not 
require password authentication 
separate fro

• Implements a separate password 
authentication for the   application 

n 
with password parameters that are in 
compliance with DHS Informatio
Technology Security Program Publication, 
4300A.   

m an initial Local Area 

• 

Network (LAN) password 
authentication to identify and 
authenticate user access.   
No audit trails documenting user • Develops and implements policies and 

X  

High 
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actions or actual or attempted access are 
maintained or reviewed. 

• The       application does not 
timeout after a period of inactivity. 

• Password protected screensavers are not 
operating on all NFIP desktops. 

lly 
o 
r if 

ensurate with users’ 
job responsibilities.  

• Information owners do not periodica
review access authorization listings t
determine if access is still required o
access levels comm

•    does not disable accounts after 
   f inactivity, such as 90 days. 

 

• he 
d of inactivity. 

se 

• 

procedures to monitor or review sensitive 
activity, such as transaction activities, changes 
to security profiles, and actual or attempted 
access. 
Implements a session termination after t
DHS required perio

• Requires and enforces that all workstations u
a password protected screensaver that is 
activated after the DHS required period of 
inactivity. 

 
Develops and implements policies and 
procedures regarding periodic review of 

  access lists in order to determine 
whether logical  ess is valid. 

• o disable 
 rdance with DHS 

4300A. 

Configures the     application t
inactive accoun  

FEMA-
IT-06-

32 

• Information owners do not periodically
review access authorization listings to 
determine if access is still required or
access levels commensurate with users’
job responsibilities.  

• Does not disable accounts after a period 
of inactivity, such as 90 days. 

• Does not enforce the 

 

 if 
 

DHS password 
8 requirements beyond the use of 

characters. 
• Does not have a session timeout after 

the DHS required period of inactivity. 
Audit trails are no• t reviewed in 

• Develops and implements policies and 
procedures regarding periodic review of  
application access lists in 

    
order to determine 

t whether logical user access is valid, consisten
with job responsibilities, and in accordance 
with the principle of least privilege.  

• Configures th   application to 
automatically disable inactive accounts in 
accordance with DHS 4300A. 

• o 

• ilities 

High 

Configures   password requirements t
meet DHS requirements. 
Identifies and implements system capab
to terminate sessions after a period of 

X  
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accordance with Production Systems 
Control (PSC) and DHS policy. 

 
• 

ized, 
ents and 

 

inactivity. 
Performs reviews of audit trails documenting 
user actions, including changes to security 
profiles and actual or attempted unauthor
unusual, or sensitive access.  Docum
maintains reviews and investigations of 
suspicious activity. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

33 

Segregation of duties controls were not 
im lemented for the       General 

ger application, such as establishing
 roles and groups.   

p
Led  
user

ties, • Identify and document incompatible du
and system roles and responsibilities within 

    
Develop and implement polici• es and 
procedures segregating incompatible duties 
within    to be in compliance with 
DHS Information Technology Security 
Program Publication, 4300A. 
Identify and implement capabiliti• es within 
        that enforce segregation of 
     ible duties. 

 

X  

High 

FEMA-
IT-06-

34 

The current program build of      
    Corporate Edition for the NFIP 

     network (LAN) program build 
had Security Advisory SYM06-010 issued 

ng a 

• r, 

about it on June 6, 2006, indicating that a 
security flaw had been identified allowi
remote or local attacker to execute code on 
an affected system.   

Develops and implements policies to monito
 nd install updates to     

  Corporate Edition. 
When implementing an update, ensures that 

 

X  

Medium • 
patches are successfully installed on all LAN 
servers and workstations in a timely manner. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

35 

•         change management 
     es are not documented. 

• Installation of the new version of 
    in FY 2006 was not formally 

• ment Develops and implements change manage
procedures around         and formally 
documents approvals to changes prior to 
installing new versions in the production 

X  

Medium 
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approved by users. environment. 
t • Installation of the operating system 

upgrade in FY 2006 was not formally 
documented or approved. 

 

• Develops and implements change managemen
procedures over system software changes and 
establishes documented approvals prior to 
installing or upgrading system software. 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

36 

nges 
ted requestor’s 
e Operations 

Service Request (OSR) forms. 
 NFIP mainframe baseline configuration 

 Documents and implements change 
management procedures requiring approvals 
prior to implementing changes in the 
production environment. 

• Develops and implements policies and 

 

X  

Medium 

• Five of 15 selected mainframe cha
did not have documen
change approval on th

•
document has not been updated to 
reflect the current environment. 

•

procedures requiring update to the mainframe 
baseline configuration document when there is
a change to the environment. 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

37 

xcess access was identified to following 
ransaction Record Reporting and 

Processing accounts:   

E
T

 
          
          
                     

      

• Implements the recommendations from the 
table provided in the condition above, in order 
to mitigate excessive access to sensitive 

• 

ing to the least 

 

X  

Medium 

mainframe production members. 
Develops and implements procedures to 
perform a periodic review of access to 
mainframe production datasets to determine 
whether access is valid, consistent with job 
responsibilities, and accord
privilege principle. 

FEMA-
IT-06-

38 

There are no individual user accounts for 
LAN administrator access and that the 

• ccounts 
ming 

Creates additional        user a
to allow for accountability while perfor

       duties. 
• Regularly reviews system activity logs over 

         accounts in order to 

generic     account is shared 
amongs        strators.  
Furthermore, the LAN has the capability to 
maintain system activity logs; however, 

X  

Medium 
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system administrators do not regularly 
vi

detect attempted malicious activity or other 
re ew the logs. 
 

security breaches. 
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

39 

Acc
Los
exc

o  to the 
c ix 
o
at

 
 
 

Res
Exp
the 
ach

X  

Medium 

ess to the excel files that calculate the 
s and Loss Adjustment Expense appears 
essive.  Specifically, we identified that 

m dify and write access permissions
ex el files appear inappropriate for s

ple of the Bureau of Finance anpe d 
St istical Control group. 

tricts access to the Loss and Loss Adjustment 
ense ("LAE") Reserves Estimates excel files to 
Actuary and Finance Director in order to 
ieve the principle of least privilege. 

 
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

40 

No  control procedures are in 
place to authorize, test, verify, and approve 
program changes made to the Loss and Loss 
Adjustment Expense Reserves excel files. 

Devel
o

Exp
 m formally 

X  

Medium 

formal change

 
 

op and implement a formal change control 
pr cedures around the Loss and Loss Adjustment 

ense excel files.  Change procedures should at 
inimum include procedures to a

authorize, test, and document changes prior to the 
change being implemented. 
 

FEMA-
IT-06-

41 

• Visitor logs are not maintained to the 
   raised floor data center in 

    
Two separated CSC personnel retained • 
physical access to th   facility. 

 

s to sign in and 
ntering and 

leaving the computer/server room.  Maintain 

• Develops and implements policies and 
procedures requiring all visitor
out on the visitors log when e

visitor log or the    s raised floor data s f
center in     

• Develops a d implements policies to ensure 
that physical security personnel are 
consisten formed of separating 
individuals ncluding those terminated 
through a r uction in force.  

 
n

tly in
, i
ed

• Ensures th eat s parated individuals’ physical 

X  

Low 
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access to t facility is being consistently and 
timely rem ed.  

 

he 
ov

FEMA-
IT-06-

42 

• Information owners do not periodically 
review access authorization listings to 
determine if access is still required or if 
access levels are commensurate with 
users’ job responsibilities.  

• Audit trails are not reviewed in 
accordance with DHS policy. 

• Excessive access to the    
   on th  

       to 1 security 
administrator and 31 operations 
personnel.   

 

• Develops a d implements policies and n
procedures garding periodic review of     
mainframe cess lists in order to determine 
whether logical user access is valid, consistent 
with job responsibilities, and in accordance 
with the pr ciple of least privilege.  

• Performs r iews of audit trails documenting 
user actio ncluding changes to security 
profiles an tual or attempted unauthorized, 
unusual, o ensitive access.  Documents and 
maintain iews and investigations of 
suspicio ity. 

re
 ac

in
ev

ns, i
d ac
r s

s rev
us activ

• Ensures  to the   dataset is limited 
 

X  

Medium 

 access
to those personnel that require an elevated
level of access in the system. 

 
FEMA-
IT-06-

43 

One of the eigh
used to ensure 
access of terminated personnel is removed 
was not provided. 
 
 

t requested exit checklists 
that all physical and logical 

Perform corrective actions to improve coordination 
efforts between he    Data Center and the CSC 

X 
 t
ceHuman Resour s department and to ensure that 

exit checklists available for all 
terminated/separated personnel. 
 

 

Low are 
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t of
for

 

 C

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Departmen
FY2006 In

Notification of Findings

 Homeland Security 
mation Technology  

and Recommendations – Detail 
 
 

onsolidated  
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

ndings ail 

Conso

Notification of Fi and Recommendations – Det
 
lidated  
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat 
Issue 

Risk 
Rating 

CONS-IT-
06-01 

 

wT o members of DHS OFM had excessive 
   access within DHS    .  We 

Ens ed 
D

re
the 
ach
 

 X Low ure that the   privileges assign
to HS OFM and Department of 
T asury users remain restricted to only 

minimum privileges necessary to 
ieve the principle of least privilege. 

 
info  
acc rs 

rmed DHS OFM of the excessive   
ess and noted that DHS OFM removed both use

with e
rr

the 
isk fiscal year and therefore 

will be reported as a weakness for FY 2006. 

xcessive   access.  We noted that 
co ective action has been taken and completed in 

current fiscal year; however, this issue posed a 
 for a majority of the r

CONS-IT-
06-02 

  new user access request forms were not 
consistently completed prior to granting access to 

   Specifically, one (1) out of a sample of 
eleven (11) did not have a supervisor’s approval.  
Additionally, five (5) out of a sample of eleven (11) 
did not have    security manager review. 
 

En ure that    user access is only s
gr ted upon completion of the   

 user access request form w  
ence of supervisory authorization

an
new
evid  and 
   manager’s review.  In 

 X High 

  security
addition, the access request forms should 
be retained. 
 

CONS-IT-
06-03 

OFM has not developed procedures to periodically 
review   access lists in order to determine 
whether user access is valid, consistent with job 
esponsibilitir

o
es and in accordance with the principle 

f least privilege 

Develop and implement policies and 
procedures regarding periodic review of 

 access lists in order to determine 
whether logical user access is valid, 
consistent with job responsibilities, and in 
accordance with the principle of least 
privilege.  
 

 X High 
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CONS-IT-
06-04 

During our audit, the following configuration 
management weaknesses were noted 
 
 Segregation of duties viol• ations exists for twelve 

(12) out of twenty-five (25) system changes 
made outside of the scheduled  Quarterly 
Releases.   

• Segregation of duties violations exists for four 
(4) out of ten (10) emergency system changes 
made outside of the scheduled   Quarterly 
Releases.  

• Test documentation is not available for changes 
implemented outside of the scheduled  
Quarterly Releases. 

 

• Segregate the duties of the lead 
developer of emergency and non-
emergency software performed 
outside of the scheduled    
Quarterly Releases, ther  
preventing the developer of

 
 a 

• 

software change from testing their 
own work.  
Ensure that DHS management 
follows the Department of     

        , ASSC SDLC 
Workflow and Processes Handbook, 
and a higher degree of management 
oversight is utilized for the 

 of development and implementation
all changes over DHS   
Maintain test plans and test results f
all changes implemented outside of 

• or 

the scheduled   Quarterly 
Releases. 

 

 X High 

CONS-IT-
06-05 

The
H

re are no documented procedures in place for 
 by a D S components to perform a formal review,

se arate approving individual, to verify the   
ncial data to the general ledger before moving 

p
fina
the 
Rep
 

Doc
DH al 

  file from the Holding Area into the  
ository. 

ument and implement procedures for 
S components to perform a form

revi  
sep eneral 

ew of     financial data, by
arate approving official, to the g

le ger before moving it into th
R ository. 

d e   
ep

 

 X Medium 
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CONS-IT-
06-06 

There are no individual user     DBA 
access and that the generic “   ” account is 
shared amongst the two DBAs. 
 

Cre  
allo
app

ro

X  High ate an additional DBA user account to
w for accountability when migrating 
roved software changes into the 
duction environment or while p

performing other DBA duties. 
 

CONS-IT-
06-07 

s The DHS Office of Financial Management (OFM) i
not requiring    users to formally acknowledge 
and sign the FARS ROB prior to being granted 
access to  .  We noted that eighteen (18) out of a 
sample of (20)   users had not formally 
acknowledged and signed the FARS ROB documen
 

t.  

• Require all Federal and contract DHS 
  users to acknowledge and sig

the FARS ROB prior to being 
n 

granted access to DHS   
• Require all existing DHS      users 

to acknowledge and sign the FARS 
ROB on a yearly basis 

 

X  High 

CONS-IT-
06-08 

• Password configurations for the     
application have been configured to permit 
passwords to be a minimum of six (6) characters
in length which is not in co

• Configure the  application 
password parameters to be in 
compliance with DHS Information 
Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A. 

• Configure the   application t
lock out user accounts that have b
inactive for 90 days to be in 
compliance with DHS Info

 
mpliance with 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
Information Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A, which requires passwords to 
be a minimum of eight (8) characters in length. 

•  application administrators lock out 
accounts if a user has not accessed the account 
after 180 days which is not in compliance with 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
Information Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A, which requires 
administrators to lock out accounts if a user has 
not accessed the account after 90 days. 

 

o 
een 

rmation 
Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A. 

• Promulgate DHS Information 
Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A and other DHS-
wide information system security 
publications to the Department of 
Treasury Contractors in order to 
educate them in DHS information 

X  Medium 
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system security requirements a
ensure they are implemented onto 

nd to 

DHS     and DHS      
 

X  Medium CON-IT-
06-09 

The password configurations for the       
pplicationa

p
 have been configured to not enforce 

asswords to have a combination of alphanumeric 
characters and special characters which is not in 
compliance with Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) Information Technology Security Program 
Publication, 4300A, which requires that passwords 
contain a combination of alphabetic, numeric, and 
special characters.  
 

Configure the   application 
password parameters to be in compliance 
with DHS Information Technology 
Security Program Publication, 4300A. 
 

CON-IT-
06-10 

Personnel with physical access to the    
production server, housed in the Department of 
Treasury Data Center are not periodically reviewed cedures to periodically 
for appropriateness of access. 
 

Ensure that the Department of Treasury 
develop and implement documented 

olicies and prop
review the list of personnel with access to 
the Department of Treasury Data Center 
housing the        production 
server to be in compliance with DHS 
Information Technology Security 
Program Publication, 4300A. 
 

X  Medium 
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CON-IT-
06-11 

OFM does not maintain a termination/separated 
employee listing of OFM employees.  As a result we 
were unable to perform a control test to determine if 
erminated/separatet d OFM employees have access to 

  
 

DHS 
f

dep
listi
OF

te separated 

Office of the Chief Financial 
Of icer should work with the DHS HR 

artment in order to obtain a current 
ng of terminated or separated DHS 
M personnel and use that listing to 

de rmine if any terminated or 
DHS OF    onnel continue to have 
acc
 

ess to   on a scheduled basis. 

X  High 

CON-IT-
06-12 

Department of Treasury media sanitization policies 
and procedures have not been developed for  .  
We noted that media sanitization services are 
provided by Iron Mountain through Qwest; however, 
there a s and 

o y 
re no specific media sanitization policie

pr cedures in place for the Department of Treasur
to s
 

Th ncial 
Off
Tre a 
an licies and procedures for 

anitize   media. 

e DHS Office of the Chief Fina
icer ensure that the Department of 
asury develop and implement medi
itization pos

  in the event that DHS would like to
sanitize media without using the services 

on Mountain. 

 

of Ir
 

X  High 

CON-IT-
06-14 

ep cies 
d or 

impl
Tre
and

H ncial 
f f 

Tre
Destro

nal ry 
pers
 

X  Medium D n poli
an  procedures have not been finalized 

emented.  We noted that the Department of 
asury policy entitled, “Memorandum: Destroying 
 Sanitizing Media” is currently in draft form. 

artment of Treasury media sanitizatio

 

D na
Of icer ensure that Department o

asury Policy - Memorandum: 
ying and Sanitizing Media is 

S Office of the Chief Fi

fi ized, and promulgated to necessa
onnel. 
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CON-IT-
06-15 

Discrepancies exist between the DHS Performance 
and Accountability Report (PAR) Guidance and the 
Analytical Report 
 

ges to the report are 
 documented and 

discrepancies can be more easily 
rectified. 

 

• Implement the recommendations 
from the table provided in the 
condition above, in order to make the 
analytic report code, equations and 
PAR guide consistent. 

• Develop and implement a 
configuration management process 
over analytic report changes to ensure 
that chan
formally

 X Low 

CON-IT-
06-16 

•  We determined that normal balance type 
indicated on the DHS SGL for Account 4132 
and Account 7280 differ from the normal 
balance type indicated on the US SGL.   

• We determined that 101 DHS SGL accounts 
were not found in the US SGL and reported a 
zero balance for period 9.  These accounts do not 
appear to be currently used by DHS and/or do 
not appear to be related to DHS operations. 

 

• Implement changes to the DHS SGL 
normal balance types of the accounts 
listed above in order to be in 
compliance with the USSGL. 

• Review the accounts listed in the 
DHS SGL and remove accounts that 
are not applicable to DHS operations. 

• Develop a procedure to verify the 
abnormal balance report logic after 
any changes in the DHS SGL or 
USSGL. 

 

 X Low 

CON-IT-
06-17 

Access to waive fatal errors using the   
role appears excessive for two employees per OFM 
policy. 

  waive fatal errors using the 
  role is limited to the Assistant 

Director of Financial Reporting Branch 
and the Assistant Director of Financial 
Management Coordination Branch, per 
the documented OFM policy. 
 

X  Medium 
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CON-IT-
06-18 

DHS is non-compliant with the Federal Information 
Security Management Act 

The HS Chief Financial Officer (CFO), 
in rdination with the DHS Chief 

r DHS 
re that 

on the 

  

 X High  D
 coo

Information Officer (CIO) and othe
functional leaders, continue to ensu
DHS place further emphasis 
monitoring and enforcement of policies 
and procedures through the performance 
of p riodic security control assessments e
and audits. 
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 Law Enfo ter 

 
 

Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

d 

 Federal rcement and Training Cen
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

ation of Fin tail 

 Enfo  

Notific

Federal Law

dings and Recommendations – De
 

rcement and Training Center
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FLETC-
IT-06-
01 

• o N documented configuration 
management plan is in place for 

      , including the following: 
Lack of documented test plan 

 
- 

rehensive 
standards and procedures; 

- Lack of a documented comp
set of test transactions; 

- Test results are not maintained and a 
documented approval for the test 
results does not exist; and 

- Lack of a description for the 
emergency change process. 

• We were unable to verify that an 
independent control group performed the 
migration of tested and approved 

     system software to the 
production environment.   

• We were unable to verify that access to 
       program libraries is restricted.   

fic 

 

• Develop and implement FLETC speci
policies and procedures over the         
configuration management process in
compliance with

 
 DHS Configuration 

Management policy.   
• Document a listing of all users with access 

to the        production environment.  
Ensure that access is prohibited to 
development staff and that an independent 
group deploys software changes into the 
production environment. 

• Document a listing of all users with access 
to the      program libraries.  En
that access is prohibited to development 
staff. 

 

sure 

X  Medium 
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FLETC-
IT-06-
02 

• No documented configuration 
management plan is in place for 

        , including the 
following: 
- Lack of documented test plan 

standards and procedures; 
- 

• Develop and implement documented 
policies and procedures over the 

         configuration 
management process modeled after the 
informal configuration management process 
currently in place.   

• Document a listing of all users with access 
to the         program 
libraries.  Ensure that access is prohibited t
development staff. 

Lack of a documented comprehensive 
set of test transactions; 

- Test results are not maintained and a 
documented approval for the test 
results does not exist; and 

- Lack of a description for the 
emergency change process. 

• We were unable to verify that access to 
     program libraries is 
     hat a listing of users 

with access to the     
production environment was unavailable.  

 

o 

 

X  Medium 

FLETC-
IT-06-
03 

The installation of        system 
software is not logged or reviewed by FLETC
management. 
 

 
ation of Enable audit logging over the install

     system software and ensure that lo
are maintained and periodically reviewed by 
management. 

gs 

 

X  Medium 

FLETC-
IT-06-
04 

The SDLC for        is currently in draf
form. 
 

t • Finalize, and implement a SDLC 
methodology for        as well as 
incorporating security planning through
the life cycle.   

out 

 Ensure that the SDLC methodology is 
promulgated to all personnel involved in the 
design, development, and implementation 
process of the SDLC methodology. 

•

X  Medium 
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FLETC-
IT-06-
05 

•        backups maintained onsite 
are not periodically tested. 

• FLETC does not utilize external labels 
indicate the sensitivity of the informatio

• Periodically test the         backup 
compact discs maintained onsite in 
compliance with DHS Information 
Technology Security Program Public
4300A. 

to 
n ation 

on the        backup compact discs 
(CDs). 

 
• up 

s 
n 

liance with DHS Information 
blication 

 

M m 

Affix external labels to        back
CDs indicating the distribution limitation
and handling caveats of the information i
comp
Technology Security Program Pu
4300A. 

X  ediu

FLETC-
IT-06-
06 

The  
e

      contingency plan has not 
be n tested. 
 

Perf  
n S 

fo
Pub e 

orm an adequate test of the       
Co tingency Plan, in compliance with DH
In rmation Technology Security Program 

lication 4300A.  Additionally, testing of th
  

perf

X  Medium 

      Contingency Plan should be 
ormed annually. 

 
FLETC-
IT-06-
07 

Sen e 
nl

 

s
Saf

f d and 
o

 

X  Medium FLETC Manual 11041: Safeguarding 
sitive But Unclassified (For Official Us

O y) Information is currently in draft form 
and has not been finalized or implemented. 

En ure that FLETC Manual 11041: 
eguarding Sensitive But Unclassified (For 

Of icial Use Only) Information is finalize
pr mulgated to necessary FLETC personnel. 

FLETC-
IT-06-
08 

e  
ception to resolution in an incident response 

management system. 
 

Est
trac  
Info
Pub

X  Medium W
in

 noted that incidents are not tracked from ablish a documented incident response 
king mechanism in compliance with DHS
rmation Technology Security Program 
lication 4300A. 
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FLETC-
IT-06-
09 

W  noted that there are five (5) generic/sharee d 
   accounts shared amongst

wo database administrators (DBAs).   
  

the t
 

for 
duties 

• Use unique DBA user accounts to allow 
accountability when performing DBA 
on          . 

           le duties over • 
         and develop and 

implement policies and procedures that 
segregate the documented incompatible 
duties. 

 

X  High 

FLETC-
IT-06-
10 

The
wea
 

 

• to 

lecom 

• 

ace to 
 document the emergency 

training of Telecom Room personnel.  
 

• 

 the use of a 

• 

 Publication 
4300A. 

• Develop and implement the emergency 

, but not 
limited to fire, water, and alarm 

is 

X  Medium  following Telecom access control 
knesses were identified: 

• No policies and procedures are in place to
request access to the Telecom Room. 
No policies and procedures are in place 
periodically review the list of persons 
with physical access to the Te
Room. 
No emergency policies and procedures 
are in place for the evacuation and re-
entry of the Telecom Room.  

• No policies and procedures are in pl
guide and

Develop policies and procedures 
regarding gaining access to the FLETC 
Telecom Room, including
user authorization form. 
Perform a semi-annual review of the 
FLETC Telecom Room access listing in 
compliance with DHS Information 
Technology Security Program

procedures that include exit and re-entry 
procedures into the Telecom Room.  

• Develop and implement policies and 
procedures to train Telecom Room staff in 
emergency procedures pertaining

procedures. Additionally, formalize th
training by retaining documentation that 
all staff has completed the training.   
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FLETC-
IT-06-
11 

• No policies and procedures are in place 
over access authorizations to      

          and the general 
    g these application

 
s. 

No policies and procedures are in place to •
periodically review the list of        

           user acc
• No policies and procedures are in place 

ounts. 
to 

immediately notify        
         System 

administrators when users are terminated 
or transferred. 

• Password configurations for         
           have been

configured to permit passwords to be a 
minimum of six characters in lengt
no complexity requirements. 

 

h with 

•          users are locked out 
of the system after five (5) invalid logon. 

• Ensure that FLETC Manual 4330: User 
Identification and Authentication 
Management is finalized, promulgated to all 
FLETC employees and enforced. 

• Configure the                 
   appli                 

ters 
ation 

on, 

to be a minimum of eight characters in 
length and contain a combination of 
alphabetic, numeric, and special charac
to be in compliance with DHS Inform
Technology Security Program Publicati
4300A Password Policy. 

• Configure the      to lock 

ology Security 

 

out user accounts users after three (3) 
invalid login attempts to be in compliance 
with DHS Information Techn
Program Publication, 4300A. 

X  High 

FLETC-
IT-06-
12 

FLETC Directive (FD) 43220: IT System 
Security Awareness and Training is currently in 
draft form and has not been finalized or 
implemented. 
 

Ens T 
Sys aining is 

nalized, and enforced by having all new and 
existing FLETC users and contractors complete 
the training by May 31 of each year. 
 

X  Medium ure that FLETC Directive (FD) 43220: I
tem Security Awareness and Tr

fi

FLETC-
IT-06-
13 

There are no established policies and procedures 
in place for the authorization and use of mobile 
code technologies.  Currently, FLETC uses 
client side Java Applets in connection with 

                   
 

Develop and implement FLETC specific 
policies and procedures over the authorization 
and use of mobile code technologies to be in 
compliance with DHS Information Technology 
Security Program Publication 4300A. 
 

X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FLETC-
IT-06-
14 

There are no policies and procedures in place to 
review        audit logs for actual or 
attempted unauthorized or unusual access to 
sensitive data. 
 

Devel ocedures 
p m 

op and implement policies and pr
to roactively monitor sensitive access to syste
soft
com
Sec

ware utilities for        to be in 
pliance with DHS Information Technology 

urity Program Publication, 4300A. 
 

X  Medium 

FLETC-
IT-06-
15 

There are no documented policies and 
procedures in place for restricting access to 

     system software. 
 

De elop and implement policies and proceduv res 
for 
soft

e
formation Technology Security Program 
b

X  Medium 
restricting access to     system 
ware, and promulgate it to all needed 

rsonnel, to be in compliance with DHS p
In
Pu lication, 4300A. 
 

FLETC
IT-0

-
6-

16 

Incompatible duties and roles identified 
within the        application have not 
been documented and no policies and 
procedures exist to segregate incompatible 
duties and roles. 
 

• Identify and document incompatible duties 
and system roles and responsibilities within 
the        pplication.  
Develop and implement policie• s and 

duties procedures segregating incompatible 
within         o be in compliance w
DHS Information Technology Security 
Program Publication, 4300A. 

ith 

X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FLETC-
IT-06-
17 

An established sanctions process for 
personnel failing to comply with established 
information security policies and procedures 
does not exist.  However, we noted that 

LETC MF anual 4900, Information 
Technology System Rules of Behavior (ROB) 
and Use Agreements, was finalized in August 
2006 and establishes disciplinary actions they 
could be subject to if the ROB are not 
followed.  We noted that the policy is 

 

AN. 

finalized but has yet to be implemented. 

• Implement FLETC Manual 4900, 
Information Technology System ROB and 
Use Agreements, require all existing Federal 
and contract employees who use the FLETC 
LAN to acknowledge and sign the ROB.  

• Require all new Federal and contract 
employees who use the FLETC LAN to 
acknowledge and sign the ROB prior to 
being granted access to the FLETC L

 

X  Medium 

FLETC-
IT-06-
18 

There are no FLETC specific established 
olicies and procedures in place for tp

• Develop and implement FLETC specific 
policies and procedures over the 
authorization and use of  
to be in compliance with DHS Information 
Technology Security Program Publication, 
4300A, and NIST SP 800-58. 

• Conduct a security inspection of the 
                   VoIP 

installations by completing the VoIP 
Security Checklist for each site. 

 

X  Medium 
he use and 

in allation of       .  We noted 
th  FLETC is currently using the Defense 

st
at

Information      y (DISA)   
Tel

and 
ephony &        Guide and the 

FLETC VoIP Security Checklist for the use 
in allation of      . Currently, th

nology is used at three FLETC sites and is 
nterconnected through the FLETC Wide 
a Network (WAN), which has

st is 
tech
all i
Are  a direct 
connection with             

    
 

FLETC-
IT-06-
19 

We noted that twelve (12) out of a sample of 
(15) FLETC contractors did not have evidence 
that a background investigation was initiated or 
completed. 
 

Perform background checks on all new and 
existing contractors ensuring that background 
checks and periodic re-investigations are 
performed in a timely manner and that 
supporting documentation be maintained. 
 

X  High 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FLETC-
IT-06-
20 

We noted that a user of the        
Assets module has the ability to change the 
useful life field during the asset entering 
process.   
 

 Fixed 
 

• Disable the user’s ability to manually edit 
the depreciation useful life field during the
asset entering process within the   
Fixed Assets module. 
Ensure that changes made after the asset 
entering process to the depreciation usefu
life in years undergo a documented c

      

• 
l 

hange 

 

M m 

process with evidence of supervisory 
approval. 

X  ediu

FLETC-
IT-06-

The following     access 
control weaknesses were identified: 

ce to 
21  

• No policies and procedures are in pla
review               server le
system software audit logs for successful 
unsuccessful access attempts. 

• No audit logs are maintained to capture 
actual or attempted unauthorized, unusu

vel 
or 

al 
or sensitive access within the         

     application level.   
 

•  and implement policies and 
procedures to proactively monitor actual or 

e 

Develop

attempted unauthorized, unusual or sensitiv
access to system software utilities for 

     to be in complia
with DHS Information Technology Se
Program Publication, 4300A. 
Ensure that management performs manual
auditing of the Oracle database tool t

nce 
curity 

•  
he 

          application resides on. 

X  Medium 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

FLETC-
IT-06-
22 

During technical testing, configu
management weaknesses were i

ration 
dentified on 

the databases supporting the         
   

supporting serv
and servers 
management, auditing, database configuration 
and password management weaknesses.   

d in 

 

iden n of vulnerabilities, in 
accord ce with NIST SP 800-42.   

• Imple ent corrective actions to mitigate 

scans.
 

X  High • Implement the corrective actions note
the findings.   

   applications, as well as 
ers.  Specifically, databases 

were identified with account 

network environment, including the 
financial processing environment, for the 

• Perform periodic scans of the FLETC

tificatio
an

m
the risks associated with any 
vulne ilities identified during periodic rab

  

FLETC-
IT-06-
23 

During technical testing, patch management 
weaknesses were identified on hosts and 
databases supporting the        

  applications.  The fact 
that these vendor supplied patches have not 
been applied in a timely manner could allow a 
remote attacker to gain unauthorized access 
on the host or database. 

• Implement the corrective actions noted in 
the findings.   

• Perform periodic scans of the FLETC 
network environment, including the 
financial processing environment, for the 
identification of vulnerabilities, in 
accordance with NIST SP 800-42.   

• Implement corrective actions to mitigate 
the risks associated with any 
vulnerabilities identified during periodic 
scans.  

 
 

X  High 
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Notifica - Detail 

 
ai n dnes

 
Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  

tion of Findings and Recommendations 
 

 Grants and Tr ni g (G&T) – Under Prepare
 

s 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information T

n

ai ing (G&T) – Under Preparedness 

echnology  
Notification of Fi

Grants and Tr

dings and Recommendations – Detail 
 

n
 

NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

G&T 
06-01 

The Plan of Action and Milestones (POA&M) 
report for G&T does not identify the scheduled 
completion date, and/or the status of corrective 
action taken for each IT weakness listed on the 
POA&M report. 

• ing 

POA&M reports.  
 

ess was identified by the 
 

ive 
mitigated the weakness. 

X  Medium Follow OMB policy in regards to report
and tracking all security weaknesses 
identified during any reviews done by, for, 
or on behalf of the agency, in the G&T 

• Do not remove any POA&M weakness until
the corrective action taken by G&T to 
mitigate the identified POA&M weakness 
has been verified.  Additionally, if the 
POA&M weakn
OIG during an audit, then the POA&M
weakness cannot be removed until the OIG 
has verified and validated that the correct
action has 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

G&T 
06-02 

G&T does not have a signed waiver in place as 
part of their Interagency Agreement (i.e. MOU) 
to mitigate the issue of their lack of compliance 
with NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53
“Recommended Security Controls for Fede

 
ral 

) to 

egulations the service level provider 
ort 

mitigate the issue of non-compliance with 
DHS laws/regulations. 

 

ent 

Information Systems” security controls.   
 

Revise the Interagency Agreement (i.e. MOU
include the following:  
 
• Any updates made to federal 

laws/r
(i.e. OJP) should ensure all General Supp
Systems (GSS) and Major Applications 
(MA) are in compliance.  If not, then a 
waiver should be documented by G&T to 

The revised Interagency Agreement (i.e. MOU) 
should be agreed upon and communicated 
between appropriate G&T and the Departm
of Justice (DOJ), Office of Justice Personnel 
(OJP) personnel.   

X  High 

G&T 
06-03 

We identified that all 45 G&T users (17  
            , 11 Integrated 
                      
    , and 17     ) recertification forms  

n
g

not 
v orm 
t ition, 

cess was not performed on 
d by the OJP’s 

co tained one of the following weaknesses; 
ori inal access level/privileges assigned were 

documented on the form, and the user 
pri ileges were notated as deleted on the f
bu still active on the access listing. In add

e recertification proth
a semi-annual basis as stipulate
recertification process. 

Perform accounts and  a review of all user 
associated access levels within the   
an        applicatid ate, 

ri

X  High 

ons on an appropri
pe odic basis. 
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

G&T 
06-04 

of 15 remote users, did not 
  

e
mis

is/
requests.  
 

X  High We identified 14 out 
have an authorized remote access form on file.
Sp cifically, we noted that the forms were 

sing signatures from the employee and 
her supervisor. h

Ensure procedural improvements have been 
made for ensuring supervisor and employee 
ignatures are obtained for all remote access s

G&T 
06-05 

 of 6 terminated employees 
r 

Ensure procedural improvements have been 
made for ensuring supervisor and employee 
signatures are obtained for exit clearance forms.  

X  Medium We identified 1 out
how  had a missing requestor signature on thei

SF-52 form.   
 
In addition, we identified 6 out of 6 terminated 
employees who did not sign their DHS 400-2 
exit clearance form upon departure.     

 

G&T 
06-06 

The following weaknesses were identified as a 
part of the FY 2006 Department of Justice, 

ented. 
 

og of changes to 
security profiles. 

 
Application Change Controls: 
• Application and System Change Controls 

Procedures and Processes Need 
Improvement. 

 

Description of Services  
• Description of Processing Services  
• Security Services 
• Software Development and Maintenance 

Support 
• List of applications to be processed  
• Help desk support  
• Objectives 
• Comm nications support (LAN, WAN) 
• Continuity of Operations/Disaster Recovery 
 
The MOU should be agreed upon and 
communicated to the appropriate G&T 
personnel.  In addition, G&T should continue to 

 X High 

Office of Justice Programs (OJP) Financial 
Statement Audit and impact the reliance G&T 
has on OJP’s IT control environment: 
 
Access Controls: 
• Procedures for Generic User Accounts Not 

Docum
• Periodic Recertification of OJP Application

and System Accounts Not Consistently 
Performed. 

• OJP does maintain l

Revise the Interagency Agreement (i.e. MOU) to 
include the minimum-security related 
responsibilities.  The agreement should be 
revised to include the description and related 
responsibility for the following components: 
• 

Service Level 
u
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NFR # Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 
Rating 

Service Continuity: 
• Tape Backup Polices and Procedures and 

Documentation Storage Requirements Need 
Enhancement. 

 
System Software: 
• General Support System Co

Need Enhancement. 

work with JP to ensure all weaknesses that 
impact G&T reliance on the OJP IT control 
environme t are mitigated and corrected. 
 

 O

n

nfigurations 

G&T 
06-07 

1 out of 6 G&T terminate     es access 
was not remov
within a timel

s to 
ed from the    application 

y manner (i.e. two business days). 
notify the G&T Security Administrator that an 
employee or contractor has been transferred or 
has termin ed employment with DHS G&T and 

Pursue methods for improving the proces

at
no longer uires system access to  req
      

  High 

 
G&T 
06-12 

Three users who have been ass
that allow them to enter, m
journal vouchers.  According to their job 
functions and responsibilities, these users 
should only have the ability to enter journal 
vouchers.   
 
In addition, two users who have been assigned 

igned privileges 
odify, and approve 

privileges (e.g    that allow them 
to modify vendor tables, and allow them to open 
and close fiscal years.   

 

 X High Adjust/modify or remove the access levels for 
the individuals identified in the condition. 
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Informat

d – Deta l 

rt i ion  

 
 
 
 

ion Technology  
Notification of Fin

 Transpo

ings and Recommendations 
 
 

i

at on Security Administrat
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Department of Homeland Security 
FY2006 Information Technology  
 of Fi i tail 

portati   
 
 

Notification

Trans

nd ngs and Recommendations – De
 

on Security Administration

NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-01 

The  
is  to 

as th pleted, 
wit ber 30, 
200
not s 
bee DRBC.   

• 
ware 

   Business Contingency and 
D aster Recovery Plan (collectively referred

e DRBC) is approximately 70% com
h full completion expected by Septem
6.  Because the plan is in draft form it has 
yet been tested, and a tabletop exercise ha
n planned upon completion of the 

 

Finalize and implement the DRBC and 
ensure that it reflects changes in hard
and software and addresses disaster 
recovery procedures for    ’s key 
financial systems. 

• Identify an alternate processing site and 
document associated restoration 

• 

 to correct any 

 X High 

procedures. 
Periodically test the DRBC and evaluate 
the results of the testwork so that the 
DRBC can be adjusted
deficiencies identified in testing. 

TSA 
06-02 

nsive incident capability that 
includes designated response team members and 

ot 

A comprehe

procedures for incident handling to help ensure 
that the incident is properly handled has n
been documented and implemented.  
management has acknowledged this issue an
currently developing a draft incident response
capability. 
 

  
d is 
 

• 

bers; 

 Approve and implement the incident 

Develop an incident response capability that 
includes: 
- Designation of response team mem
- Training for team members; and 
- Procedures for incident handling, 

including preparation, containment, 
eradication, recovery and follow-up 
activities. 

• 
response capability at the   

X  High 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-03 

•    emergency procedures are in 
place for the evacuation of   and 
its Data Center.  However, no emergency 
re-entry procedures exist within this 
directive.  

• No policies and procedures are in place to 
guide and document the emergency 

• tation 

 personnel. 
of the fifteen 

ial staff.  

limited to fire, water, and alarm 
procedures. Additionally, formalize this 
training by retaining documentation that 
all staff has completed the training.   

• Continue to limit entry to the Data Center, 
especially after normal business hours, to 
critical personnel only.   

Medium 

training of Data Center personnel.  
Weaknesses exist in the implemen
of least privilege regarding granting 
access to the Data Center
Specifically, two out 
personnel forms selected, granted twenty-
four hour access to individuals on the 
janitor

• Finalize and implement the emergency 
procedures that include re-entry 
procedures into the Data Center.  

• Develop and implement policies and 
procedures to train Data Center staff in 
emergency procedures pertaining, but not 

X  

TSA 
06-04 

Although backup tapes for         
    the Coast Guard General 

Support System (GSS) are created on a regu
basis, testing procedures have not been 

lar 

documented in accordance wit    
Instruction. 
 
Additionally, although CAS backup tapes are 
rotated offsite to the      
      , GSS         n 

included in the tape rotation process to the 
   .  Although a tape rotation schedule and 

tape rotation procedures have been 
documented, the tape transfer logs are not 
being completed in their entirety to note the 
tape numbers and the number of tapes being 
rotated offsite.   

e 
he 

• Develop and document comprehensiv
backup procedures, which include testing t

    GSS backup tapes on a regular 
 east annually. 

Enforce the tape rotation proced• ures to 
leted 

 ensure that 
ensure that tape transfer logs are comp
and perform a weekly review to
the logs are completed in their entirety 
before the tapes are sent to the   
Include the GSS b• ackup t     the weekly 
offsite tape rotation to the    Update t
tape transfer log to include the G

he 
SS backup 

tapes that will be included in the rotation. 
 

X  Medium 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-05 

Configuration weaknesses over       
workstations allowed users to modify sensitive 
workstation system and security settings.  
During our test work, using a     network 
user account provided with ordinary privileges, 
we were able to successfully: 
• Disable the desktop’s anti-virus; 
• Change the screen saver setting to remove 

the password-locking feature; and 
• Increase the time period for the sc

activation significantly. 
 

reen saver 

Upon notification,      management took 

d 

intained. 

immediate action to correct the configuration 
settings.   

• Develop and implement a configuration 
checklist for the anti-virus server. 

• Perform periodic audits of the anti-virus an
workstation security settings to ensure 
appropriate configurations are ma

 

X  High 

TSA 
06-06 

Weaknesses were noted in regard to       
personnel entrance and exit procedures for 
civilian, contractor and military personnel.  
Specifically, out of fifteen entrance check-i
sheets inspected, thirteen were incomplete or d
not exis

n 
id 

t.  Additionally, out of fifteen exit check-
ut sheets inspected, only four were received 

from our sample selection, and none of which 
were complete.  

e 

• of 

• e 
eets are 

• year 

X  Medium 

o

• Continue with efforts to improve the 
implementation of the personnel entrance 
and exit procedures and a more formalized 
chain of command for the collection of th
check-in and check-out sheets. 
Track and monitor the completion 
check-in and check-out sheets. 
Ensure that personnel indicate which lin
items on the check-in/check-out sh
not applicable.  
Retain Check-out sheets for up to a 
after an employee’s departure.  
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-07 

A      Security Configuration Ma
Plan does not exist that clearly delineates the

nagement 
 

roles and responsibilities between    
       , and the    .  

GCE is the organization under contract by Coast 
Guard to manage the         software 
programs.  Consequently, the System Security 
Plans for the         applications do not 
include key security control information.  
Specifically, the plans do not include 
information on the current security configuration 
management process, including delineation of 
responsibilities for all involved parties.   

 Implement corrective actions to implement a
    Security Configuration Manageme

Plan that includes the role and responsib
nt 

ilities 
of          Also, the plan should 
ad ess both     and their 
as ociated operating systems and databases.  

dr
s

Subsequently, the      System 
Se urity Plans should be updated to reflect the c
app
Con

roved information in the       Security 
figuration Management Plan. 

X  High 

TSA 
06-08 

During technical testing patch management 
weaknesses were identified on hosts supporting 
the    applications.  Many of these 
vulnerabilities could allow a remote attacker to 
gain full control of the affected host and could 
lead to the compromise of the availability, 
confidentiality and integrity of    
data.   
 

n 

•  
ted by 
ensure 

• ue the process for performing 

• Implement the corrective actions noted i
the tables above.   
Implement polices and procedures to
ensure that the software builds crea
the software developer are tested to 
that all software security configurations, 
such as software patches and non-
compliant settings, are up to date. 
Contin
periodic scans of the      network 
environment, including the financial 
processing environment, for the 
identification of vulnerabilities, in 
accordance with NIST SP 800-42.   

• Implement corrective actions to mitigate 
the risks associated with any 
vulnerabilities identified during periodic 
scans. 

 X High 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-09 

During technical testing configuration 
management weaknesses were identified on 
hosts supporting the     applicat
Specifically, servers were identified with 
excessive access privileges, and password 
auditing configuration weaknesses. 

ions.  

and 

We recommend that TSA ensure and verify 
that Coast Guard’s   complete the 
following corrective actions: 
 
• Implement the corrective actions

the tables above.   
 noted in 

• Implement polices and procedures to 
ensure that the software builds created by 
the software developer are tested to ensure 
that all software security configurations, 
such as software patches and non-

• 
compliant settings, are up to date. 
Continue the process       rming 
periodic scans of the      network
environment, including t

 
he financial 

• ate 

vulnerabilities identified during periodic 
scans. 

processing environment, for the 
identification of vulnerabilities, in 
accordance with NIST SP 800-42.   
Implement corrective actions to mitig
the risks associated with any 

 X High 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
TSA 
06-11 

The e 
dev
sec
ow
agr

  & Treasury MOU addresses th
elopment, management, operation, and 
urity of a connection between systems 
ned by both parties. The previous 
eement expired in April of 2006 and a 

Ens ast Guard’s    
m e 
d

ure and verify that Co
co plete planned corrective actions to finaliz
an  obtai    rovals for the MOU and ISA 
bet
Fin

X  Low 

ween      and Treasury-FMS 
ancial Management Service. 

curr
has 
is in

ent MOU between   and Treasury 
not been completed, although finalization 
 the process.  With the renewal of the 

M U,      s also creating an ISA which 
wi  further define the technical details of the 

ems interconnection. 

O
ll

syst
TSA 
06-12 

 eir 
inform re 

r t
hou

   contracts the maintenance of th
ation systems software and hardwa

fo he Superdome Supercomputer, which 
ses the four production databases including 

the tabase, to Hewlett 

 their 
o

  production da
Packard (HP) through two separate service 
agreements. One of the service contracts is 

alid until 2007 for a segment ofv
c mputer software and hardware.  However, 
th
equi
cont

• 
current 

X  Low 

e second portion of     ’s Superdome 
pment is covered under a maintenance 
ract that expired on May 31, 2006.  

• Continue to communicate with Coast 
Guard Headquarters in order to convey the 
importance of a timely renewal of the 
maintenance contract.   
Maintain a continuous service contract for 
the hardware and software with the 
vendor by anticipating delays in contract 
renewal and submitting requests for 
procurement in a timely manner. 

TSA 
06-13 

• n 

t odic 
ws.  

d, 

Manager Review of System Administratio
Monitor Procedures have been developed 
hat guide managers in performing peri

system administration monitoring revie
However, the procedures do not note the 
periods of review that are being monitore
who is responsible for performing the 
reviews and evidence that the manager 
review was performed could only be 

• 

 
e 

who 

 

 X High Revise the Manager Review of System 
Administration Monitor Procedures to 
note how often managers should perform 
system administration monitoring reviews. 
Additionally, the procedures should not
the titles/positions of the individuals 
are authorized and responsible for 
performing the reviews and what type of
documentation should be retained as a 
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# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
result of the review. obtained for March 2006.  Additionally, 

although the manager reviews were 
mplemented in March 2006, for the first 

half of the fiscal year, October through 

• Continue enforcing     Instruction 
5230.3 – Policy for System Level Access 
to   Computer Assets.  
Additionally, review the access request 
forms before the request is implemented to

i

March,      system administration 
monitoring was not performed by a manager 

• 

or group outside of the three systems 
administrators during that time period.    
The access request form for one out of four 

 

 of 
ould 

ensure that the request contains a 
supervisor approval and notes the level
access/privileges that the individual sh
be granted.   i anted access to    since 

October 1, 2005, did not contain the 
supervisor’s approval. 

• The account of a contractor that left 

ndividuals gr
• 

s 
Continue enforcing     Instruction 
5230.3 – Policy for System Level Acces
to   Computer Assets to ensu
that the accounts of terminated 
civilians/contractors/military personnel are 
revoked in a timely manner. 

re 
   in October 2005 remained active 

until May 2006.   

TSA 
06-14 

During our audit, the following  access 
control weaknesses were noted: 
 

• Password configurations for application 
and database were configured to permit 
passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in length which is not in 
compliance with the    Password 
Policy Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP). 

• 

• ith in 

Users are not locked out of their    
application accounts after three    d 
logon attempts. 
Audit logging has not been enabled w
the     application or database. 
Individuals who are no longer employed • 

• 
 and 

ocked 

Establish detailed procedures for audit trail 
.  The 

udit trails should be 
of the 

 

• 

Continue with efforts to correct the 
implementation of the lockout policies
procedures to ensure that users are l
out of their accounts after three invalid 
attempts. 

• 
generation, review and management
procedures should discuss the conditions 
under which the a
generated, reviewed, the frequency 
reviews, and the basis for determining 
when suspicious activity should be
investigated.   
Develop and implement access control 
procedures for the    ystem and 
database accounts.  These procedures 

X  High 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
with    were found to have active 
accounts with in    Although their 
application accounts have been disabled, 
one civilian and one contractor retained 
open and active data    unts after 
their departure from     
    account reviews have not been 

performed on a periodic basis for      
personnel.   

should include, at a minimum, steps for 
removing the accounts of terminated 
individuals.  Additionally, the procedur
should include information regardin
notification of both internal and remote 
user terminations. 
Develop and implement access control 

es 
g the 

• 
procedures for the    system and 
database accounts.  These procedures 
should include, at a minimum, steps 
reviewing the system and database 

• 

for 
user 

listings to ensure that all terminated 
individuals no longer have active 
accounts, that inactive accounts are locked 
and that privileges associated with each 

ocess and 
d be 

 

individual are still authorized and 
necessary.  Additionally the procedures 
should note the parties that should be 
involved in the review pr
supporting documentation that shoul
maintained as a result of the review.   

TSA 
06-15 

D
cont
 

• 
 

uring our audit, the following   access 
rol weaknesses were noted: 

Password configurations for application 
and database have not been configured to
maintain the password history for each 
account which is required by the    
Password Policy Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP), as well as DHS 
Information Technology Security Program 

• 
ry 

Configure the   application and 
database to maintain the password histo
for each account. 

• Configure th   pplication and 
database to lock users out of their account
after three failed login attempts.   
Establish detailed procedures for audit trai
generation, review and management.  The 
procedures should discuss the cond
under which the audit trails should b

s 

• l 

itions 
e 

X  High 
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
Publication, 4300A. 

• 

h 
o 

Users are not locked out of their   
accounts after three invalid logon attempts. 

• Policies and procedures for application and 
database audit log management have not 
been documented.  Additionally, althoug
audit logs are generated that document wh
is logging in and out of the   
database administrator account, the logs 
are being generated and reviewed by the 
database administrators and not by an 
external party.   

•   has not been configured to track and 
deactivate accounts that have not been used 
in 90 days. 

dition, sufficient 
resources should be allocated to ensure the 
proper implementation and monitoring of 
these procedures. 

• Configure the system to track and lock the 
accounts of individuals who have not 
logged into the system in 90 days. 

 

generated, reviewed, the frequency of the 
reviews, and the basis for determining 
when suspicious activity should be 
investigated.  In ad

TSA 
06-16 

In FY 2006, we performed access control test 
work around the Sunflower application and 
database.  During our review, the following 
Sunflower access control weaknesses were 
noted: 
 

• Password configurations for application 
and database were configured to permit 
passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in length which is not in 
compliance with the   Password 
Policy Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP), or the DHS policy, during the time 
period of October 2005 through June 2006. 
After June 2006, the password length was 
changed to eight characters.  

• Users are not locked out of their Sunflower 

We recommend that TSA ensure and verify 
that Coast Guard’s  complete the 
following corrective actions: 
 
• Continue with efforts to correct the 

implementation of the lockout policies and 
procedures to ensure that users are locked 
out of their accounts after three invalid 
attempts. 

• Establish detailed procedures for audit trail 
generation, review and management.  The 
procedures should discuss the conditions 
under which the audit trails should be 
generated, reviewed, the frequency of the 
reviews, and the basis for determining 
when suspicious activity should be 
investi ated.  In addition, sufficient 

X  High 

g
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NFR 
# Condition Recommendation New Issue Repeat Issue Risk 

Rating 
application accounts after three invalid 
logon attempts. 

• Audit logging has not been enabled with in 

y, 

the 
f 

 the Sunflower application or database.  
Specifically, unusual or sensitive access 
(database and system administrator 
activity) is not monitored and suspicious 
activity is not investigated.  Additionall
audit trails of appropriate user actions, 
including changes to security profiles are 
not generated and maintained.   

resources should be allocated to ensure 
proper implementation and monitoring o
these procedures. 
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TSA 
06-17 

During our audit, the following  access 
control weaknesses were noted: 
 
•  accounts are not immediately disabled 

upon an employee’s termination.  
Specifically, one out of the two separated 
em oyees who had access to the    
system was not disabled until six months 

 separating. Additionally, the employee’s
LAN account was also active during 
me.   

olicies and procedures exist for the 
dic review of TSA personnel with 

pl

after  
TSA 
this ti

• No p
perio
acce

 
ss to       

• Develop and implement access control 
policies and procedures for the periodic 
review of the    application accounts 
for TSA users.  These procedures should 
include, at a minimum, steps for reviewin
the application user listings to ensure tha
all terminated individuals no longer have 
active accounts, that inactive accounts are 
locked and that privileges associated with 
each individual are still authorized and 
necessary.  Additionally, the procedu
should note the parties that should be 
involved in the review process (i.e. – 
supervisors, database administrators and 
system administrators) 
Retain supporting documentation 
indicating the results of each review. 

g 
t 

res 

• 

• 
tive actions that 

s 
em 

Notify and coordinate with CG-  
to implement the correc
must result from the review, such a
removing separated users from the syst
or modifying account privileges.  

X  High 
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TSA 
06-18 

During our audit the following   access 
control weaknesses were noted: 
 
•   accounts are not immediately disable

upon an employee’s termination.  
Specifically: 

• Immediately disable    application, 
  and LAN access for all separate

employee accounts.  
Formalize and implement access contr
policies and procedures for the periodic 

d 

• ol 

review of the     application,     
and LAN accounts for TSA us     e 
procedures should include, at a minimum
steps for reviewing the application user 
listings to ensure that all terminated 
individuals no longer have active 
accounts, that inactive accounts are locke
and that privileges associated with each 
individual are still authorized and 
necessary.  Additionally, the procedures 
should note the parties that should be 

d 

- Three separated TSA employees had 
active accounts on   and the remote 
connection,  . These three user 
accounts for      were not 
end dated until October 16, 2006. 
Additionally, one out of the three have 
an open TSA Local Access Network 
(LAN) Account.  

- As of September 2006, eight separate

, 

d 

. – 
nd 

• 

involved in the review process (i.e
supervisors, database administrators a
system administrators) 

• Retain supporting documentation 
indicating the results of each review.   
Develop and implement formalized access 
control policies and procedures for 

d 
TSA employee’s   accounts we
still active on the application after th

re 
ey 

n 
n 

had separated from TSA over seve
months previously. Additionally, seve
of those eight individuals had open 

    accounts during that time 
period as well and at least four 
individuals had active TSA LAN 
accounts as well.   

• No formalized policies and procedures for 
the periodic reviews for the   accounts 
exist.  

• No access request forms could be obtained 
for the selection of four TSA users who 
were granted access to the   application 
this fiscal year.   

 

 

granting access to the   application and 
database accounts.  These procedures 
should include, at a minimum, steps for 
granting and approving access.  
Additionally, the procedures should 
require the supervisors to document the 
level of access each new user should be 
granted within the system and database 
before the request is submitted to the 
system administrator and database 
administrator for implementation. This 
documentation should be retained for each 
user.  

 

X  High 
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Rating 
TSA 
06-19 

In FY 2006, we performed access control test 
work around the Sunflower application, databa
and the TSA Local Area Network (LA
During our review, the following Sunflowe
access control weaknesses were noted: 
 
• Sunflower accounts are not immediately

disabled upon an employee’s termin
Specifically, six terminated TSA 
have act

se 
N).  

r 

 
ation.  

personnel 
ive accounts on the Sunflower 

ix 

hermore, one Sunflower 

• 
 

ol 
 

are 
with 

ervisors, database administrators and 
system administrators) 

• Retain supporting documentation 
indicating the results of each review. 

application. Additionally, three of the s
individuals still retain active LAN 
accounts.  Furt
account, for a separated individual, was 
active for over six months on the 
Sunflower system and the TSA LAN 
before being disabled.  
Policies and procedures requiring the 
periodic reviews of Sunflower accounts
have not been documented.    

• Develop and implement access contr
policies and procedures for the periodic
review of the Sunflower application 
accounts and LAN accounts for TSA 
users.  These procedures should include, at 
a minimum, steps for reviewing the 
application user listings to ensure that all 
terminated individuals no longer have 
active accounts, that inactive accounts 
locked and that privileges associated 
each individual are still authorized and 
necessary.  Additionally, the procedures 
should note the parties that should be 
involved in the review process (i.e. – 
sup

• Notify and coordinate with CG-  
to implement the corrective actions that 
must result from the Sunflower review, 
such as removing separated users from the 
system or modifying account privileges.  

 

X  High 
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TSA 
06-20 

The TSA Form 1402, IT off-boarding form for
Non-Screeners and Contractors, is not 
consistently completed for terminated 
personnel.  Specifically, we noted that the
form was unavailable for thirty-eight (38) 
sixty (60) terminated employees selected for
testing. Additionally, eight (8) out of the 
twenty-two (22) forms received were 
incomplete. 

 

 
of 

 

 
 

by 

Medium 

• Send out a TSA broadcast message 
reminding all TSA Non-Screeners and 
Contractors to completely fill out the TSA
Form 1402 as they are initiating their own
termination process. 

• Assess implementing a process where
the terminated individual’s supervisor 
would initiate the completion of TSA 
Form 1402, instead of the terminated 
individuals themselves. 

X  

TSA 
06-21 

uring our audit, the following weaknesses 

 
or 

9% 
h 

27 out of 55,335, 
approximately 17%, of TSA federal 

Enf
ent for 

l 
yea

X  Medium 

D
were identified: 
 
• Initial and/or annual refresher training for

security awareness was not completed f
9,821 out of 52,106, approximately 1
of the TSA personnel and contractors wit
access to TSA information systems. 

• Computer Access Agreements were not 
complete for 9,6

employees and contractors, with access to 
TSA information systems. Additionally, 
30,835 out of 55,335 personnel, 
approximately 56% had agreements on 
file that were over a year old.  

orce the completion of security awareness 
training and the computer access agreem
al TSA employees and contractors each fiscal 

r. 
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TSA 
06-22 

Although the Interagency agreement between 
United States Coast Guard      
(CG   ) and TSA states that CG-

   is responsible for configuration 
m agement on both th    hnical and 

 
an

ope , 
TS g 
pro
sub
cha
 
TS

rational sides of the   product suite
A however, has not formalized a trackin
cess of their own for requests that they 
mit nor do they retain records of the 
nge control process.  

A has no policies and procedures 
surrounding the change control process for the 
   product suite. Specifically, TSA should 

esponsible for approving the functional 
lution documents provided for their 

cific changes,  idence that testing 

 
be r
reso
spe
was  
app
into

 
 

done by CG-        on their behalf, and
roving the final change before it is moved 
 production.   

 
Additionally, TSA has not retained any 
documentation of initial approvals, testing and
final approvals for TSA specific changes made

     Sunflower in the 2006 FY. 
Specifically, no documentation for the initial 
approvals, testing or final approvals could be 
obtained for a selection 14     changes, 16 

 Changes and 4 Sunflower changes 
emergency changes.   
 

he • Formally document and better define t
different r     esponsibilities that 
TSA, CG-    and GCE have in the 
change control process for the  
product suite. 

• Develop and implement policies and 
procedures to document TSA’s role and 
responsibilities in the change control 
process. Be sure to specifically address 
initial approvals, testing and final approval 
of all changes to the system.    

• Develop and implement a formalize 
process for the retention of documentation 
throughout the change control process.  

 

X  High 
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TSA 
06-23 

During our audit, the following weaknesses 
were identified: 
 
•     does not perform background 

investigations or verify that outside 
background investigations have been 
performed for contractors working at 

 , especially those with sensitive IT 
positions. Specifically,   employs 
150 contractors; however, we were unable 
to obtain the status of a background 
investigation on any of them.  

• No risk levels for contractor personnel with 
access to DHS information systems at 

  exist. Contracting personnel with 
IT job functions which require advanced 
access to the DHS system are not 
categorized at a higher risk level then an 
individual who uses the system with basic 
privileges. 

 

• o 

s 

• 

 

X  High 

Implement policies and procedures t
ensure compliance with the new DHS 
policies for the background investigation
of contracting personnel.   
Develop risk levels for contractor 
positions with access to DHS information 
systems in accordance with DHS policy.  

TSA 
06-24 

Excessive access has been granted within 
     . Specifically, of the 27 individuals 

that have been granted Authorized Certifying 
Officer (ACO) privileges to approve invoices of 
any dollar value, four were not justified in 
having such privileged access. 
 

• Develop and implement access control 
procedures for the periodic access review 
of the     system.  These 
procedures should include, at a minimum, 
steps for reviewing the system user listings 
to ensure that all terminated individuals no 
longer have active accounts, that inactive 
accounts are locked and that privileges 
associated with each individual are still 
authorized and necessary.  The procedures 
also should note the parties that should be 

X  High 
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involved in the revie ess
supervisors, database ist  and 
system administrators su
documentation that sh e ined 
as a result of the revi ter ults 
of the review are obt S
re       for comm in sults 

w proc
 admin
) and 
ould b

ew. Af
ained T
unicat

 (ie – 
rators

pporting 
mainta
 the res

A is 
g the re

to    for the a ate s to 
be completed.    T uld 

ppropri
   lly,

 action
SA sho

follow-up with  at 
corrective actions are ary.  

  to
 taken

 ensure th
 if necess

• Ensure that  cess 
privileges of the four  d
not have appropriate ste

 

 remov
 indivi
access

es the ac
duals that
 to the sy

o 
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 Disposition 

Component NFR No. Description Closed Repeat 

USCIS 05-02 itation (C&A) package for the 
l al Area 

The site Certification and Accred
Ca ifornia Service Center, General Support System (GSS) - Loc
Net

X  

work (LAN) is outdated and has expired. 
USCIS 05-03 The

outd
X   C&A package for the Texas Service Center (TSC) GSS-LAN is 

ated and has expired. 
USCIS 05-04 

leng the 
Access control weaknesses such as account management, password 

th, and a lack of review over audit records were identified for 
 

 06-04 

  . 
USCIS 05-05 N ) was 

iden
X  A ovell NetWare server at USCIS’ Texas Service Center (TSC

tified as not having the corr       supplied patches installed. 
USCIS 05-06 A v ver      at USCIS TSC noted that 

l  
X  ulnerability assessment o

mu tiple local administrator accounts had blank passwords including
several accounts with supervisor level access. 

        

ICE 05-07 ICE dically review    does not have procedures in place to perio
                  user access lists and could not 

pro

X  

vide a list of all authorized   users upon request. 
 

CBP 05-01 Numerous    user IDs were identified as having segregation of 
du es issues ti

X  

CBP 05-02 The Top Secret mainframe account administration on the    
         had several weaknesses over unauthorized 

access to accounts with high-level authority, and inactive accounts. 

X  

CBP 05-03 After the re-organization of the Office of Information Technology 
(OIT), security administration functions at the   are not 
independent of the operations function. 

X  

CBP 05-04 The National Benefits Center (NBC) has not defined or documented 
the appropriate user permissions for the various roles granted to 

    Local Area Network (LAN). 

 06-01 

CBP 05-05 X  CBP management has not developed formal procedures for granting 
access to sensitive SAP Technical Team member roles. 

CBP 05-06 The         continuity of operations plan 
(COOP) is not updated to reflect the results of FY 2004 testing, and the 
up rade of their financial system from           g    

             

X  

CBP 05-08 e ng is 
g 

, and 
t have security awareness training certificates 

 06-29 Th  documentation of completed initial security awareness traini
properly maintained.  We selected security awareness traininnot 

documentation for 45 users.  Per inspection of documentation
noted that 13 of 45 did no
documented. 

CBP 05-09 Improvements still needed in CBP’s technical security controls.  
Related to issues reported in  FY02, FY03 and FY04 findings 

 06-17 
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Component NFR No. Description Closed Repeat 

regarding host and network based security system access deficiencies, 
 

 
we noted the following: 

• CBP has confirmed that they will not be implementing the 
              to enforce strong passwords or 

 LANMAN v2 (LM v2).   
 

the Windows NT password protection feature enhancement 
upgrade referred to as NT

• CBP has not made the configuration changes to the Windows NT
  Domain Controller that was compromised in our FY03 

intrusion tests.    
• Discovered key systems’ domains in targeting for potential 

 able to identify major 

inistrators on 

M identified weak passwords, expired passwords, 

cal 

unauthorized access attempts where we were
CBP network domains. 

• Exploited a system vulnerability that had not been corrected.  
• We confirmed that the number of Domain Adm

selected Domains has increased since 2005. 
• ES

misconfigurations, and missing patches.  
• Identified vulnerabilities on an Oracle database which had criti

patches missing, week passwords and auditing is not enabled. 
CBP 05-10   security audit log reviews not evidenced for the majority of FY 

005. 
X  

2
CBP 05-11 • CBP management has not established ISAs for legacy connections 

with     
• Additionally, the majority of financial institutions connecting with 

  do not have ISAs.   

 06-02 

CBP 05-12 zed.  Priority of 
v

X  CBP alternate processing site agreement not fina
ser ice provision not in place. 

li

CBP 05-13 Field offices are not consistently reporting the completion of   re-
arters.  Email certifications at their ports to the OFO headqu

co firmation of completion of    re-certn ifications were not available 
 Calgary (Canada) 

es field office only provided an email 
for Boston, Baltimore, New Orleans, Miami, and
field offices, and the Los Angel
stating that re-certification process exists, but did not confirm that
re-certifications had been completed.  The six  field offices liste
represent 10 of 44 ports selected for testing. 

   
d above 

 06-08 

CBP 05-14 • CBP management has not performed a formal review of 
individuals with physical access to the data center. 

• Additionally, CBP management has not established formal 
procedures for revoking physical access to   buildings. 

 06-05 

CBP 05-15 Eighteen (18)   developers were found with access to the 
production environment. 

X  

CBP 05-16 Improvements are still needed in CBP’s Incident Handling and 
Response Capability which may potentially limit CBP’s ability to 

 06-10 
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Component NFR No. Description Closed Repeat 

respond to incidents in an appropriate manner.  Specifically, we noted 
the following issues: 
•    Health Endpoint will not be installed on all workstations for 

the majority of the fiscal year. 
ated • 3 of 8 selected system flaw notifications did not have an associ

Service Center ticket. 
CBP 05-17 CBP has not configured their version of     to include a company

code setting of "productive." 
 X  

CBP 05-18 We could not obtain the requested evidence of  recertifications 
from CBP for any of the 44 selected field level ports to determine 
whether  accounts with sensitive and high-risk combination of 
functions are reviewed for appropriateness. 

 06-09 

CBP 05-19 
Separated employees with active   accounts. 

X  

CBP 05-20 CBP does not document changes to the     system including test 
plans, test cases, impact analysis, and test results. 

X  

CBP 05-21 CBP management has not activated logging for critical tables within 
   

X  

CBP 

n 

 05-22 CBP management has not performed a formal certification and 
accreditation on the NDC LAN as a whole.  Specifically, a formal 
security control assessment and a formal risk assessment have not bee
performed for components of the NDC LAN. 
 

06-03 

CBP 05-23 r the 
in the seven business process areas defined in 

e Administrative Applications C&A.  These seven business process 

OIT Administrative Support Systems 

 06-06 CBP has not performed a separate certification and accreditation fo
applications remaining 
th
areas include the following: 
• Disclosure Administrative Support Systems  
• Financial Administrative Support Systems  
• Field Operations Support Systems  
• Investigation Support Systems 
 •

• Personnel Administrative Support Systems  
• Training Support Systems 

CBP 05-24 

use of a report of users that had their mainframe 
ccount deleted.  We cannot acknowledge this list as representative of 

pers
rem

06-04 CBP does not maintain a centralized listing of separated contract 
personnel.  The only method CBP employs to track terminated 
contractors is the 
a
all terminated contractors.  This is because terminated contract 

onnel might not have mainframe access or their access was not 
oved after their termination. 

 

CBP 05-25 
  idle session lock inconsistent with CBP policy. 

X  
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CBP 05-26  
use

 06-07  does not have an automated mechanism to detect and deactivate 
rs that have not logged on for 90 days per DHS policy. 

CBP 05-27 We  
doc s 
not ted formal procedures for VPN recertification for the 

j

 06-12 noted that 24 out of 45 selected individuals did not have formally
umented VPN access authorization forms.  Additionally, CBP ha
implemen

ma ority of FY 2006. 
CBP 05-28 Acc

rela
X  ess to the                  

ted dataset and CSD definition file is excessive. 
CBP 05-29 CB

ven
X  P management did not provide information as to whether    

dor and bank tables are appropriately segregated. 
CBP 05-30 The overy, and X   number of users with access to   Audit, Rec

Backup datasets is excessive. 
CBP 05-31 We ng 

site
X  aknesses in the C&A process at field sites including several missi

 assessments. 
 

CG 05-001 The X 
     ) has not completed a Business 

Recovery Plan (BRP). 
CG 05-002   

thei X 
  has not completed a testing baseline and users were able to change

r privileges to gain access to production. 
CG 05-003 Acc  

or m  job functions; rather 
ccess authorizations identified a current user with similar privileges 

ess authorization requests for    ids did not indicate the roles
enus necessary for the user to perform

a
that could be copied to create the privileges for the new   id.  
Additionally, requests for new accounts are accomplished via email, 
and the system administrator did not routinely retain these emails 
prior to January 2006. 
 

 

06-009 

CG 05-004  periodic review of Direct Access access lists was not conducted to 

d and hired by the same 
 

06-008 A
ensure that users had the correct access privileges.  Additionally, we 
determined that an applicant could be entere
individual.  The process of transitioning an applicant to an employee 
is in an audit trail; however this audit trail is not reviewed on a 
regular basis. 
 

CG 05-005 A security test and evaluation has not been conducted on the  
General Support System.  In addition, the final Certification and 
Accreditation package has not been created and an Authorization to 
Operate has not been requested or approved for the   General 
Su port System. 
 

p

06-024 

 

CG 05-006 • ords 
ot  

06-028 Coast Guard has not completed the process of filing the rec
that were recovered and recreating of the records that were n
found during the migration of records from the Department of 
Transportation to DHS.  
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• Civilian background investigations and reinvestigations are not 
being consistently performed. Specifically, three (3) out of seven 
(7) newly hired civilian employees at    did not have any 
record of a background investigation on file. Additionally, for 
the re-investigation of    employees, four (4) out of five 

•  

(5) GS employees selected did not have a current investigation 
on file.  
Position sensitivity level distinctions for civilian personnel with
access to DHS information systems at    are not accurate
depicted. Specifically, of the selec

ly 
tion of position descriptions 

received, nine (9) out of ten (10) had non-critical position 
sensitivities although their job functions were that of IT personnel 
with advanced access to the DHS system.  

 
CG 05-006 •     does not perform background investigations or verify

background investigations have been performed for contracto
 that 

rs 
working at   especially those with sensitive IT positions. 
Specifically    employs 150 contractors; however, we w
unable to obtain the status of a background investigation on any of 
them. 

ere 

• No risk levels for contractor personnel with access to DHS 
information systems at   exist. Contracting personnel with
IT job functions which require advanced access to the DHS system
are not categorized at a higher risk level then an individual who 
uses the system with basic privileges. 

 
 

 

06-034 

 
CG 05-008 The passwords for    are not required by the system to be 8 

characters in length or contain a combination of alphabetic, numeric 
and/or special characters.  Due to lack of vendor support, there is 

ord  

06-007 

uncertainty to the feasibility of implementing stronger passw
controls.  
 

CG 05-009 The   Business Contingency and Disaster Recovery Plan is still 
 

06-001 
in draft form and has not yet been tested.   

CG 05-010        change control process supporting      have 
 CM 

 
lans 

X 

 
weaknesses including: procedures in support of the finalized
policy are not developed, documentation supporting  risk assessments
is not maintained, formal change requests are not used, and test p
and test results are not documented. 

CG 05-011     does not have documented procedures for controlling the 
processes associated  the granting, monitoring, and termination of 
user accounts within   have not been documented. 

X 
 

CG 05-012  Administration Monitor Procedures 
have been developed that guide managers in performing periodic  

06-019 • Manager Review of System

system administration monitoring reviews.  However, the 
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procedures do not note the periods of review that are being 
monitored, who is responsible for performing the reviews and 
evidence that the manager review was performed could only be 
obtained for March 2006.  Additionally, although the manager 
reviews were implemented in March 2006, for the first half of the 
fiscal year, October through March,      system administration 

d 

monitoring was not performed by a manager or group outside of 
the three systems administrators during that time period.    

• The access request form for one out of four individuals grante
access to  since October 1, 2005, did not contain the 
supervisor’s approval. 

• ount of a contractor that left   in October 2005 

 

The acc
remained active until May 2006.  

CG 05-013  ion and Accreditations (C&A) for       and   ’s Certificat
  were not complete.  Specifically, security testin    

uations (ST&E) were incomplete and security plans had not been 
ated. 

eval
upd

X 

 

CG 05-014 Res ver   user access were not available and ults of reviews o
do umentation of periodic reviews was not on file at     c X  

CG 05-015      has not implemented formal procedures for the periodic 
man database agement review and monitoring activities of  
administrators and system administrators, or the   accounts. 

X 
 

CG 05-016 During technical testing patch management weaknesses were identified 
on hosts supporting the            applications.  Many of 

e 
these vulnerabilities could allow a remote attacker to gain full control 
of the affected host and could lead to the compromise of th
availability, confidentiality and integrity of      data. 

 

06- 26 0

CG 05-016 ent weaknesses were During technical testing configuration managem
identified on hosts supporting the       applications.  

and ng configuration weaknesses. 

06-027 

Specifically, servers were identified with excessive access privileges, 
 password and auditi

 

CG 05-017 eTh  Enterprise Security Management (ESM) tool identified 
co figuration and account management weaknesses onn    X 

 

CG 05-018 ternet Security Systems Internet Scanner identified three hosts that X 
 In

were missing patches. 
CG 05-019 Formal procedures regarding access to the    data center hav

not been established and implemented. 
e X 

 

CG 05-021 st  to 
to

Sy em change request to modify transaction code 136-2
au matically reestablish the funds as obligated was implemented in 
March 2006 within the   3.2 build. Currently, the automated 

cess appeared topr  be operating effectively. However, from October 
20 5 through March 2006, no mitigating controls such as procedures 

o
0

 
dete  not the re-obli
for training of staff and/or manual reviews were established to

rmine whether or gation should be established to 

 

06-41 
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the associated UDO balance.  
 
Additionally,       management indicated that transaction code 

   should not be automatically reestablishing the funds in the 
system.  However, as we could not perform a complete analysis of 
the    posting logic in FY 2006 as noted in NFR CG IT-06-029, 
tra   n code   , as well as other codes, may still contain errors
as of September 30, 2006.  

 

 
CG 05-022 • A copy of the            Disaster Recovery Plan has 

been completed. However, the plan has not been tested.   
• The DRP for the                    

    has bee               
DRP has not taken place. The projected completion date is October 

  
he 

2006.  
• The DRP for the General Support System has been completed.

However, testing of the GSS DRP is scheduled to take place by t
end of the year. 

• A copy of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between 
  and two other CG components who the OSC must rely on for 

various reasons at the off-site facility was cited in the Disaster 
Recovery Plan 

• A finalized contract with the off-site facility was cited in the 
Disaster Recovery Plan. However, we were unable to obtain the 
signature page for it during our audit field work.  

 

 

06-30 

CG 05-023    has not completed a security plan for CMPlus 5. 
X 

 

CG 05-024 During our FY 2006 follow-up testing, we determined that  had 
taken corrective action on several of the previously noted 
vulnerabilities, however several remained.  The remaining 

-risk vulnerabilities and 4 medium-

• ent – 2 medium-risk vulnerabilities 

 

 

06-031 

vulnerabilities are in the following four areas: 
 
• Account management - 2 high

risk vulnerabilities 
Configuration managem

• Patch management – 3 high-risk vulnerabilities 

CG 05-025 Dur determined that none of the  prior ing our FY 2006 testing, we 
year vulnerabilities were corrected.  As a result, the vulnerabilities 

ent in FY 2006 are in the following four areas: pres
 

 11 low risk 
vulnerabilities 

 

06-032 

• Audit management – 2 medium risk vulnerabilities 
Configuration management – 3 high, 6 medium and• 
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• Password management – 1 high and 5 medium risk vulnerabilities 
• Patch management- 11 high, 12 medium and 12 low risk 

vulnerabilities 
 

CG 05-026  
serv he user workstations has 

t 
X 

  has initiated required changes on the application code on the 
er side.  However the required update to t

no been completed. 
CG 05-027 As 

issu

 A-130 

 

06-044 a result of our audit test work and supported by all the IT NFRs 
ed during the current year, we determined that Coast Guard is 
-compliant with the following lnon aws and regulations: 

 
• Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) 
• Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) 
 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular•

 
 

CON 05-01 Two members of DHS OFM had excessive  access 
within DHS   We informed DHS OFM of the excessive 

  access and noted that DHS OFM removed both users 
with excessive  access.  We noted that corrective ac
has been taken and completed in the current fiscal year; however, 
ssue posed a risk for a majority of th

tion 
this 

e fiscal year and therefore will be 
o

 06-01 

i
rep rted as a weakness for FY 2006. 

CON 05-02    new user access request forms were not consistently completed  
prio
of e

r to granting access to   .  Specifically, one (1) out of a sample 
leven (11) did not have a supervisor’s approval.  Additionally, five 

(5) r out of a sample of eleven (11) did not have     security manage
review. 
 

 06-02 

CON 05-03 OFM ess 
lists  

 has not developed procedures to periodically review    acc
 in order to determine whether user access is valid, consistent with

job 
priv

 06-03 

responsibilities and in accordance with the principle of least 
ilege 

CON 05-04 Info for making changes to        rmal processes are followed 
and         does not have a version manager tool for templa
changes made to the application. 

te 
X  

CON 05-05 • During our audit, the following configuration management 
weaknesses were noted 

• Segregation of duties violations exists for twelve (12) out of 
twenty-five (25) system changes made outside of the scheduled 

  Quarterly Releases.   
• Segregation of duties violations exists for four (4) out of ten (10) 

emergency system changes made outside of the scheduled    
Quarterly Releases.   

 

 06-04 
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• Test documentation is not available for changes implemented 
outside of the scheduled    Quarterly Releases. 

 
CON 05-06 tability  06-15 Discrepancies exist between the DHS Performance and Accoun

Report (PAR) Guidance and the Analytical Report 
 

CON 05-07 • We determined that normal balance type indicated on the DHS 
SGL for Account 4132 and Account 7280 differ from the normal 
balance type indicated on the US SGL.   
We determined that 101 DHS SGL accounts were not found in the 
US SGL and reported a zero balance for period 9.  These accounts 
do not appear to be current

• 

ly used by DHS and/or do not appear to 
be related to DHS operations. 

 06-16 

CON 05-08 The ts to 
perf rify 

re are no documented procedures in place for DHS componen
orm a formal review, by a separate approving individual, to ve

the re moving the    financial data to the general ledger befo
file from the Holding Area into the   Repository. 
 

 06-05 

CON 05-09 DH
Ma

 06-18 S is non-compliant with the Federal Information Security 
nagement Act 

 

FEMA 05-01 There are no procedures are in place to periodically review  us
access lists to determine if access is still needed, including the 
development of a master listing of all employees and contractors 
developed and maintained by FSB. 
 

er  06-03 

FEMA 05-02 •   users are not locked out of the system after three invalid 
logon attempts.  In addition, we determined that upon locking a 
user account out of the system after three invalid logon attempts at 
the domain level, the user account becomes unlocked and active 
again after fifteen (15) minutes of inactivity.   

•         settings on machines running Microsoft Windo
2000 Professional disabled the user’s ability to disable the 

ws 

password protected screensaver; however the    
settings did not disable the user’s ability to ch          
threshold greater than the FEMA standard of fifteen minutes.  This 
weakness impacts   

 

 06-09 

FEMA 05-03 The    production and test servers are located in very close 
pr ximity of each other, which is not conducive to effective 

ingency planning efforts.  We note that upon the implementation o
o

cont f 
the       Data Center’s “real-time” back-up facility, both the 

  test and production servers will be redundant, alleviating the 
curr
currently ha

 06-04 

ent condition.  However, the    back-up facility does not 
ve that capability in place. 
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FEMA 05-04 Twenty-nine (29) terminated or separated FEMA employees and 
contractors maintain active  user accounts.  Additionally, we 
noted that two (2) terminated or separated FEMA employees maintain 
active     user accounts.  The implementation of FEMA 
Instruction 1540.3 as a form of access controls review is not sufficient 
ecause b FEMA is only performing reviews over current year 

 06-13 

terminations and separations, and has not performed reviews over 
legacy users to ensure that all users have valid access. 

FEMA 05-05 • The  ST&E did not provide adequate documentation of the 
results to the accrediting authority.  The  ST&E included 

 
d 

kness 

thorough testing of managerial, operational and technical controls
and identified 88 vulnerabilities; however, the vulnerabilities liste
in the   report were only identified as one POA&M wea
in the     POA&M  

• Of the 10 systems deemed critical for which the C&A process wa
completed, we noted that the following four systems did not 
include any documentation of their ST&E results in the ATO

s 

 
package:        

• FEMA has completed a majority of the   migration fro
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional to Linux except for a f
aspects of th

m 
ew 

e migration dealing with Individual Assistance and 
various regional sites.  We noted that these major changes to the 
system warrant that the    C&A process be re-performed. 

 06-05 

FEMA 05-06          settings on machines running Microsoft Windows 
2000 Professional prevented the user’s ability to disable the password 
protected screensaver; however the          settings did not 
prevent the user’s ability to change       shold.  The 
implementation of a password protected screensaver as a mitigating 
ontrol for lacking a second form of authenticationc  is not sufficient if 

 the users have the ability to change the inactivity threshold greater than
FEMA standard of fifteen minutes.  This weakness impacts    
 

 06-10 

FEMA 05-07 There is not formal, documented procedures are in place to require 
updates to the       system documentation as    functions are 
added, deleted, or modified. 

 06-06 

FEMA 05-08  • FEMA did not adequately document testing of the Contingency
Plan for  .  Although a table-top test of the   
Contingency Plan was completed on February 1    , the    
table top test did not adequately test the IT components of the 
system/processes.   

• FEMA does not have an accurate Contingency Plan for      
The most recent version of the    Contingency Plan is dated 
July 19, 2004.  However, since that time, FEMA has nearly 

 06-07 
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completed its migration of     from Microsoft Windows 2000 
Professional to the    operating system and is adding a Small 
Business Administration web interface.   

FEMA 

 of FEMA critical IT systems.  We confirmed with the 
ffice of Cyber Security (OCS) and ONSC that the updated listing of 

tical IT systems should be represented in the FEMA 

05-09 The FEMA COOP has prioritized each of its 12 critical Information 
Technology (IT) systems according to criticality of the systems; 
however, the FEMA COOP has not been updated to take into account 
the new listing
O
FEMA mission cri
COOP. 
 

 06-08 

FEMA 05-10 Duri guration management weaknesses ng our techni           
we e identified on          and key support servers.r   

pecifically, servers were identified with password and auditing 
version weaknesses.   

 06-02 

S
configuration weaknesses, and 

FEMA 05-11 r esses Du ing our technical testing, configuration management weakn
wer and key support servers.  

pecifically, servers were identified with password and auditing 
esses, and version weaknesses.   

 06-02 
e identified on         

S
configuration weakn

FEMA 05-12 rDu ing our technical testing, configuration management weaknesses 
wer ey support servers.  

pecifically, servers were identified with password and auditing 
nesses, and version weaknesses.   

 06-02 
e identified on          and k

S
configuration weak

FEMA 05-13 rDu ing our technical testing, patch management weaknesses were 
identified on  servers.  Specifically, as a result of missing 
patches, the     servers were vulnerable to buffer overflow 
vulnerabilities. 

 06-01 

FEMA 05-14 Twenty-one (21) users in          and eight (8) users in      
 have the ability to gain access to the account mapping  ns 

and make changes to the account tables.  Of the 21 users in   
  nine (9) users do not have a real business need to have access

this function.  The 9 users that appear to have excessive access consi
 to 
st 

of     developers or others with system administrative access.  
Additionally, of the 8 users in         six (6) users do not have a 
real business need to have access to this function. 
 
Additionally, excessive access is designed to be permitted within 

    to make offline changes to the general ledger account tables via 
the                               Group.  
Currently, we identified five (5) users in the  group that have 
the ability to make offline changes to the general ledger account tables
Of the five users, four (4) users do no

. 
t have a real business need to 

 06-27 

have access to this function. 
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G&T 05-04 o
nter, modify, and approve journal vouchers.  According to their job 

e ability

g.

Three users who have been assigned privileges that allow them t
e
functions and responsibilities, these users should only have th
to enter journal vouchers.   
 
In addition, two users who have been assigned privileges (e.

 
them

 06-12 

 ) that allow them to modify vendor tables, and allow
 to open and close fiscal years.   

G&T 05-06 The 06 
Dep
Stat l 
envi
 
Acc
• 
• counts 

• 
 

p
• 

 06-06  following weaknesses were identified as a part of the FY 20
artment of Justice, Office of Justice Programs (OJP) Financial 
ement Audit and impact the reliance G&T has on OJP’s IT contro
ronment: 

ess Controls: 
Procedures for Generic User Accounts Not Documented. 
Periodic Recertification of OJP Application and System Ac
Not Consistently Performed. 
OJP does maintain log of changes to security profiles. 

Ap lication Change Controls: 
Application and System Change Controls Procedures and 
Processes Need Improvement. 

 
Service Continuity: 
• Tape Backup Polices and Procedures and Documentation Storage 

Requirements Need Enhancement. 
 
System Software: 
• General Support System Configurations Need Enhancement. 
 

G&T 05-12 Segregation of duties is not properly enforced.  The SLGCP has not 
formed a separate Information Systems department and has yet to 
develop policies or procedures outlining segregation of duties controls 
or procedures 

X  

G&T 05-13  06-07 1 out of 6 G&T terminated employees access was not removed from 
the Web 269 application within a timely manner (i.e. two business 
days). 

 

TSA 05-01 Formal procedures regarding access to the Coast Guard    
     data center have not been established and implemented. 

X  

TSA 05-03         change control process supporting          
                have 

d, documentation supporting a risk assessment 
is not maintained, formal chan

weaknesses including: procedures in support of the finalized CM 
policy are not develope

ge requests are not used, and test plans 

X  
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and test results are not documented. 

TSA 05-04 The     Business Contingency and Disaster Recovery Plan 
(collectively referred to as the DRBC) is approximately 70% 
completed, with full completion expected by September 30, 2006.  
Because the plan is in draft form it has not yet been tested, and a 
tabletop exercise has been planned upon completion of the DRBC.   
 

 06-01 

TSA 05-05 No documented procedures exist for controlling the processes 
associated with the granting, monitoring, and termination of user 
accounts within  have not been documented. 

X  

TSA 05-06 • Manager Review of System Administration Monitor Procedures 
have been developed that guide managers in performing periodic 
system administration monitoring reviews.  However, the 
procedures do not note the periods of review that are being 
monitored, who is responsible for performing the reviews and 
evidence that the manager review was performed could only be 
obtained for March 2006.  Additionally, although the manager 
reviews were implemented in March 2006, for the first half of the 
fiscal year, October through March,      system administration 
monitoring was not performed by a manager or group outside of 
the three systems administrators during that time period.    

• The access request form for one out of four individuals granted 
access to   ince October 1, 2005, did not contain the 
supervisor’s approval. 

• The account of a contractor that left  in October 2005 
remained active until May 2006.  Once the system administrators 
were notified of the active account, it was deleted.  

 06-13 

TSA 05-07 Certification and Accreditations (C&A) for the       
           were not complete.  

Specifically, security testing and evaluations (ST&Es) were incomplete 
and security plans had not been updated.  

X  

TSA 05-08     has not implemented formal procedures for the periodic 
management review and monitoring of activities of     database 
administrators and system administrators or the  accounts. 

X  

TSA 05-09 The Enterprise Security Management tool identified world writeable 
directories without a sticky bit set, and account management 
weaknesses over DART. 

X  

TSA 05-10 During technical testing patch management weaknesses were identified 
on hosts supporting the       applications.  Many of these 
vulnerabilities could allow a remote attacker to gain full control of the 
affected host and could lead to the compromise of the availability, 
confidentiality and integrity o   data.   
 
During technical testing configuration management weaknesses were 

 06-08 & 06-09
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identified on hosts supporting the      applications.  
Specifically, servers were identified with excessive access privileges, 
and password and auditing configuration weaknesses. 

TSA 05-11 Internet Security Systems Internet Scanner identified three hosts that 
were missing patches. 

X  

TSA 05-12 Inaccuracies exist within TSA personnel records which addresses both 
separated employee issue and other erroneous personnel records. 

X  
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